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HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN AWARD NOMINEES 2010
The Hans Christian Andersen Awards are presented every two years by IBBY (International Board on Books 
for Young People) to an author and an illustrator whose complete works have made an important and lasting

contribution to children’s literature. IBBY National Sections from 32 countries made their selections, submitting 
the following 28 authors and 27 illustrators as candidates for the 2010 Hans Christian Andersen Awards:

     Author Nominees
Argentina:  Liliana Bodoc 
Austria:  Heinz Janisch 
Belgium:  Pierre Coran 
Brazil:  Bartolomeu Campos de Queirós 
Canada:  Brian Doyle 
China:  Liu Xianping 
Cyprus:  Maria Pyliotou 
Czech Republic:  Pavel Šrut 
Denmark:  Louis Jensen 
Finland:  Hannu Mäkelä 
France:  Jean-Claude Mourlevat 
Germany:  Peter Härtling
Greece:  Loty Petrovits-Andrutsopulou 
Iran:  Ahmad Reza Ahmadi 
Ireland:  Eoin Colfer 
Japan:  Shuntaro Tanikawa 
Mexico:  Alberto Blanco 
Mongolia:  Dashdondog Jamba 
Netherlands:  Peter van Gestel 
Norway:  Bjørn Sortland 
Slovak Republic:  Ján Uličiansky 
Slovenia:  Tone Pavček 
Spain:  Jordi Sierra i Fabra 
Sweden:  Lennart Hellsing 
Turkey:  Muzaffer İzgü 
Uganda:  Evangeline Ledi Barongo 
United Kingdom:  David Almond 
USA:  Walter Dean Myers

The Hans Christian Andersen Awards 2010
a special issue profiling the nominees for

The Hans Christian Andersen Awards 2010

     Illustrator Nominees
Argentina:  Luis Scafati 
Austria:  Linda Wolfsgruber 
Belgium:  Carll Cneut 
Brazil:  Roger Mello 
Canada:   Marie-Louise Gay 
Croatia: Svjetlan Junakóvić 
Czech Republic:  Jiří Šalamoun 
Denmark:  Lilian Brøgger 
Finland:  Salla Savolainen 
France:  Grégoire Solotareff 
Germany:  Jutta Bauer 
Greece:  Diatsenta Parissi 
Ireland:  P. J. Lynch 
Japan:  Akiko Hayashi 
Lithuania:  Kęstutis Kasparavičius 
Mexico:  Fabricio Vanden Broeck
Netherlands:  Harrie Geelen 
Norway:  Thore Hansen 
Russia:  Nickolay Popov 
Slovak Republic:  Peter Uchnár 
Slovenia:  Ančka Gošnik Godec 
Spain:  Xan López Domínguez 
Sweden:  Anna-Clara Tidholm 
Switzerland:  Etienne Delessert 
Turkey:  Can Göknil 
United Kingdom:  Michael Foreman 
USA:  Eric Carle



The Hans Christian Andersen Awards are the highest international awards given for children’s literature. The 
International Board on Books for Young People (IBBY) presents the awards biennially in recognition of a "lasting 
contribution to children's literature.” 

The awards are given in two categories: authors (presented since 1956), and illustrators (presented since 1966) and 
the nominees are judged using the following criteria as a guide:
	The aesthetic and literary qualities of writing and illustrating
	The ability to see things from a child’s point of view
	The ability to stretch the child’s curiosity as well as the child’s literary and creative imagination
	Cultural differences in literary aesthetics are taken into account and appreciated
	Freshness and innovation are a great advantage
	The complete works of the author or illustrator, to date, are taken into consideration

The National Sections of IBBY have the privilege of nominating one candidate for each award. The nominating 
section is responsible for presenting an informative dossier that reveals the breadth of the candidate's work 
and shows the impact of her/his contributions. In addition to a selection of representative books, the following 
documentation is used to appraise each candidate:
	Biographical information on the candidate 
	A statement on the candidate's contribution to literature for young people 
	Selected appreciative essays, interviews or articles
	A list of awards and other distinctions
	Complete bibliography of the books for children by the candidate
	List of translated editions, and their languages
	Five of the most important titles by the candidate (even if out of print)
	 (Published) reviews of the books submitted to the Jury

The Hans Christian Andersen Award Jury selects the award recipients and comprises ten members who are 
nominated by the National Sections of IBBY and selected by the IBBY Executive Committee. The members of 
IBBY elect a Jury President at its biennial General Assembly; Zohreh Ghaeni was elected the President of the 
2010 Jury.  She currently serves as the director of The Institute for Research on the History of Children's Literature in 
Tehran and co-writer of a research project on the History of Children’s Literature in Iran (www.chlhistory.org). As 
Jury President she presides over the following members of the international 2010 Jury: 

Ernie Bond, Professor of Children's and Young Adult Literature at Salisbury University, Maryland, USA
Karen Coeman, publisher in Mexico City, Mexico
Nadia El Kholy, Professor and Chair of the Department of English Language and Literature, faculty of Arts at 
Cairo University, Egypt
María Jesús Gil, Professional consultant for publishing houses, Madrid, Spain
Jan Hansson, Director of the Swedish Institute for Children's Books, Stockholm, Sweden
Annemie Leysen, lecturer, reviewer, critic and publicist from Heverlee, Belgium
Darja Mazi-Leskovar, Associate Professor in the Department of English and American Studies at the Faculty of 
Arts, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Alicia Salvi, Professor of language and literature at the University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
Helene Schär, former publisher of the Baobab Children's Book Fund and editor, Basel, Switzerland
Regina Zilberman, children's literature specialist and former director of the Instituto Estadual do Livro, Porto 
Alegre, Brazil

The Jury members evaluate the candidates over several months leading up to a final two-day meeting in Basel, 
Switzerland, and the results are made public at the Bologna Children's Book Fair in March 2010. The awards are 
presented to the winners at the 32nd IBBY Congress in Santiago de Compostela, Spain on 11 September 2010.

The Hans Christian Andersen Awards
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SYLVIA VARDELL is a professor
at Texas Woman’s University (USA)

where she teaches graduate courses 
in children’s literature. She is the 

author of CHILDREN’S LITERATURE IN 
ACTION: A LIBRARIAN’S GUIDE and the 

PoetryForChildren blog.

CATHERINE KURKJIAN is a 
professor in the Department of Reading 

and Language Arts at Central Connecticut 
State University (USA) where she teaches 

courses in Reading and Language Arts 
and Children’s Literature. Her areas of 

specialization include children’s literature 
and the intersection of literacy and 

technology.

Dear Readers,

his special issue spotlights the authors and illustrators around 
the world who have been nominated for IBBY’s biennial Hans 
Christian Andersen award in 2010. A total of 28 writers and 

27 illustrators have been nominated by 33 different IBBY National 
Sections for this most prestigious and highly regarded international 
prize. Once again, we have chosen to focus the spring issue of Bookbird 
on all the nominees and only the nominees to give them each equal 
exposure, taking the opportunity to highlight and honor each of 
these remarkable stars prior to the selection of the winning author 
and illustrator.
 In considering the group of authors here as a whole, we are 
astounded by their versatility. Some of their diverse talents include the 
ability to write prolifically over time and in many genres, to appeal 
to the young and the not so young, to capture the ambience of their 
unique contexts and experiences, yet have universal appeal. All of these 
authors have the ability to makes us laugh or cry and to teach us about 
worlds within and outside of ourselves. And all of them use language 
exquisitely and have developed a body of work that demonstrates 
a lifetime of creativity. The illustrators presented here also offer a 
breadth and depth of works that span the globe, from innovative 
storybooks for babies to illustrated classics by Shakespeare, Kafka, 

T
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and Dickens. Many have been involved in film and 
television animation, theater and puppetry, comics 
and graphic novels, and had major exhibitions of 
their art. They are innovators of style and artistic 
media and often act as mentors to other artists 
and aspiring illustrators. The information and 
book images we offer here are just a sampling of 
the oeuvre of each of these distinctive authors and 
artists.
 Of course the award winners will also be featured, 
along with the finalists in both categories and the 
jury process itself, in our fall issue. Meanwhile, it 
is our hope that this issue will serve as a valuable 
resource for learning about some of the best and 
the brightest authors and illustrators from around 
the world.
 In putting together this special issue, we relied 
on help from a variety of people. We’d like to thank 

each of the National Sections for the dossiers and 
books they supplied for each nominee, as well as the 
following people for additional research assistance: 
Silvia Striegler, Heidi Larsen, Teresa Steinhibel, 
Ann Sloan, Margaret Perkins, and Paula White. 
Our always diligent copy-editor, Connie Rockman, 
was invaluable in getting the mechanics just right. 
We have made every effort to get the facts, details, 
and diacritical marks correct, and apologize in 
advance for any inadvertent errors. Finally, we 
offer our congratulations to all these outstanding 
nominees; we hope all our readers will be enriched 
and inspired by their examples.
 Publication of this issue was made possible 
in part through a gift from Nami Island Inc. 
in the Republic of Korea.  IBBY gratefully 
acknowledges their support of the Hans 
Christian Andersen Awards.



Liliana Bodoc was born in Santa Fe Province, 
Argentina, in 1958 and grew up in Mendoza 
Province. She studied Modern Literature at the 
College of Philosophy and Letters of the National 
University of Cuyo. Later, Bodoc worked as an 
instructor in Spanish and Argentine literature at 
various schools affiliated with the same university.  
At age forty, she wrote her debut novel, Los días 
del venado (Days of the Stag), 
the first part of an epic fantasy 
trilogy that was published in 
2000, selling 70,000 copies 
in Argentina alone. This novel 
was awarded the Fundación 
El Libro Prize for Best Work 
of Young Adult Literature 
and First Prize for Narrative 
Fiction, (Children and Young 
Adults Fantasy Foundation). 
Since then Bodoc has published 
plays, texts for young readers, 
and novels for children and young adults.
 Bodoc’s novels are considered by many to be the 
best books ever written in Spanish in the genre of 
epic fantasy. It is argued that she captivates her 
audience and masterfully succeeds in merging 
universal experiences such as repression and 
war with the intimate and private lives of her 

protagonists. She brings attention to their fears 
and doubts, and she consciously distances herself 
from the standard model of the fantasy epic, thus 
making her work a masterpiece in its own unique 
way.
 Liliana Bodoc has received numerous awards 
for her contributions to literature.  Los días de la 
Sombra (Days of Shadow) was awarded Premio 

Calidoscopio (2003) by the 
Banco del Libro de Venezuela. 
A more recent book, El espejo 
africano (The African Mirror) 
won the Destacados de Alija Prize 
in 2008. Presently she lectures at 
book fairs and literary festivals, 
seminars, and conferences in 
several Argentine provinces as 
well as in Mexico (Guadalajara 
Book Fair); Venezuela (Caracas 
Book Fair); Colombia (Bogotá 
Book Fair); Chile (Santiago Book 

Fair); Spain (Conference on Fantastic and Epic 
Literature); and Germany (Berlin Book Festival).

LILIANA BODOC
Argentina ★ Author
At this stage of my life, fortunately, I cling to very few certainties. Two or three, 
perhaps, which I treasure and invoke whenever I sit down to write. Among 
these is one that I hold most dear: the honorable belief that artistic thought, 
understood as a specific way of delineating and explaining reality, can restore 
our beleaguered humanity.      Liliana Bodoc

AUTHOR NOMINEE: ARGENTINA

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Los días del venado (Saga of the Borderlands: Days of the Stag) (1999) Buenos Aires: Norma.
• Los días de la sombra (Saga of the Borderlands: Days of Shadow) (2002) Buenos Aires: Norma.
• Sucedió en colores (It Happened in Color) (2004) Buenos Aires: Norma.
• Amigos por el viento (Thanks to the Wind) (2008) Buenos Aires: Alfaguara.
• El espejo africano (The African Mirror) (2008) Buenos Aires: SM.
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ILLUSTRATOR  NOMINEE: ARGENTINA

I usually stand and move while drawing, I move 
the canvas, place it on the floor… I feel that within 
this dancing I leave a trace, and this trace is my 
drawing.” Critics have noted this movement in 
his art, describing the “fury,” “tenderness,” and 
“violence” in his work.
 Besides creating illustrations for books and 
comics, Scafati also paints murals and has also 

worked in advertising. His 
advertising art is collected in Tita 
China. His drawings and paintings 
have been displayed at many 
museums and galleries around the 
world, including Argentina, Spain, 
Germany, and Korea, among other 
places. 
 Luis Scafati has illustrated more 
than fifty titles and has received 
numerous awards for his work. 
In 2003, he was decorated as an 
illustrious citizen of his Mendoza 
province, where he created a mural 
for the Independencia city theater. 

His work has been published in Argentina, Spain, 
Mexico, Korea, Italy, Brazil, England, the Czech 
Republic, and Greece. He currently lives and works 
in Buenos Aires.

2 | BOOKBIRD

Born in Mendoza, Argentina in 1947, Luis 
Scafati grew up reading the comics in his family's 
newspaper and magazine kiosk in Mendoza. 
He began contributing his own comics to local 
newspapers by the age of seventeen. While studying 
sculpture at the National University of Cuyo, Scafati 
continued to sell both comics and art to magazines 
and newspapers such as Clarín, La Nacíon, Sur and 
Perfil, under the pseudonym “Fati.” 
 Luis Scafati has illustrated the 
works of Franz Kafka, Edgar Allan 
Poe, Gogol, Ray Bradbury, Ricardo 
Piglia, José Hernández, and Miguel 
de Cervantes, among others. He 
works primarily in black, using 
heavy crosshatching and delicate 
lines to convey a world both dark 
and sensitive, while often ironic. 
Professor Carlos Silveyra noted, 
“His illustrations are truly works of 
art; subtle, refined, and imaginative. 
Black color is used with finesse and 
great care. Black ink can be seen 
everywhere and we feel the power of his lines. He 
sets no boundaries on the imagination of children, 
introducing readers to the world of art.”
 Scafati described his artistic process in an 
interview, “I work with gesture; it’s how I feel it. 
Drawing has to do with dancing, with movement. 

LUIS SCAFATI
Argentina ★ Illustrator
I work with the gesture; it’s how I feel it. Drawing has to do with dancing, with 
movement. I usually stand and move while drawing, I move the canvas, place it 
on the floor ... I feel that within this dancing I leave a trace, and this trace is my 
drawing.               Luis Scafati

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Acerca del Vino. By Ricardo Ianne, Bodegas Bianchi, and Alejandro Bianchi (2000) San Rafael: Bodegas Valentine Bianchi.
• Lo Que Cuentan Los Inuit. By Olga Monkman (2000) Mondadori: Sudamericana Editorial.
• Cuidad Ausente. By Ricardo Piglia and Pablo de Santis (2000) Buenos Aires: Ediciones Océano Argentina.
• El Gato Negro. By Edgar Allan Poe (2005) Buenos Aires: Guadal.
• La Metamorfosis. By Franz Kafka (2005) Madrid: Panoplia Export.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: AUSTRIA

This quote above characterizes Heinz Janisch’s 
attitude toward writing. No issue is too trivial; no 
object too miniscule. In fact, Heinz prefers the 
small form: the poem, the aphorism, the fraction 
of a thought. He lures readers through his magical 
tone, beautiful language, and creative rhythm.
 Janisch was born in Güssing Burgenland in 1960 
and obtained his degree in German publishing and 
literature from the University of 
Vienna. He is the assistant editor of 
the children’s magazine Weite Welt 
and has been working for Austrian 
Broadcasting (radio) since 1982. 
As the editor–in-charge of the 
portrait series Menschenbilder 
(Pictures of People), he interviews 
contemporary individuals who 
have made a difference in the lives 
of others. He has authored the 
script for the film Im Schatten des 
Kreidetuchbaums (In the Shade of 
Soapstone Tree) as well as written 
numerous picture books, poetry, 
and literature for both children and adults. Janisch 
has received a variety of awards for his children’s 
books that have been published into over twenty 
languages.
 As a child, Janisch sat in a tree house with friends 
for hours and talked about the things he discovered 

or invented. Today he enjoys listening to children, 
especially their curious questions. He wrote Die 
Wolke in meinem Bett (A Cloud in My Bed) in the 
form of short dialogue to invite readers to take a 
questioning stance. He creates a lot of space in 
the text so there is room for everyone’s ideas. He 
sends an invitation for readers to find their own 
questions, answers, and stories. His 2008 winner of 

the Austrian’s Children’s and Juvenile 
Book Award, Der König und das Meer 
(The King and the Sea), contains 
simple yet powerful language which 
tempts children and adults to 
develop their own interpretations 
and personal connections.
 Currently, Janisch is putting 
together a volume of poetry as well 
as an anthology of 365 stories. 
Two of his theatrical plays are 
opening this year. In addition to 
his own productions, he provides 
readings and writing workshops for 
disadvantaged children and adults.

HEINZ JANISCH
Austria ★ Author

Nothing is too small for literature.
       Heinz Janisch

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Ich schenk dir einen Ton aus meinem Saxofon (I’ll give you a tone from my saxophone) (1999) Vienna: Jungbrunnen.
• Rote Wangen (Red Cheeks) (2005) Berlin: AufbauVerlag.
• Die arche Noah (Noah’s Ark) (2008) Bargteheide: Minedition.
• Märchen für mutige Mädchen mutige Madchen (Fairy Tales for Brave Girls) (2008) Cologne: Boje Verlag.
• Der König und das Meer (The King and the Sea) (2008) Munich: Sanssouci.



and an outstanding talent to give the appropriate 
form to each content manifest themselves … All 
these pictures show that fear and joy, lust and 
aggression, comedy and tragedy, too, are weighed 
in this playroom space between freedom and 
adjustment, between that which is familiar and 
that which is unknown. Whenever space is given to 

or taken from the figures, when 
they are sheltered by colors and 
shapes and lines or when they 
remain abandoned, emotions 
are set free.” 
 Wolfsgruber’s books have 
been translated into more 
than 15 languages and she 
has won numerous awards 
including the Austrian Prize for 
Children’s and Teen Literature 
for Illustration, the Josef Binder 
Award for Illustration, and the 
Golden Apple of the Biennial of 
Illustration. 

 She currently lives in Vienna and leads workshops 
in schools and cultural institutions in Europe and 
abroad. In addition to illustrating children’s books, 
she designs book covers and CD covers, creates 
illustrations for newspapers and magazines and 
even plans frescoes for public spaces. 
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: AUSTRIA

Born in Bruneck, Italy in 1961, Linda Wolfsgruber 
attended art school in St. Ulrich in Gröden in Italy, 
trained as a typesetter and graphic designer, and 
then studied at Scuola del Libro in Urbino, Italy 
before beginning to work as a freelance graphic 
artist and illustrator in 1983. Since 1984, she 
has been illustrating full time in both Bruinico 
and Vienna and teaching at 
the Scuola d’illustrazione di 
Sarmede since 1996.
 Wolfsgruber brings the 
printmaker and typesetter’s 
sensibilities to her illustrations, 
using etching and dry point to 
work delicately in black and 
white, combined with a wash 
of colors, remarkable for their 
unusual spatial perspectives 
and their surprising emphasis 
on ordinary objects. She often 
plays with shifts in perspective 
and size distortion to imbue a 
story with emotional realism. Each book is fresh, 
and Wolfsgruber experiments freely. 
 In analyzing the art of Linda Wolfsgruber, editor 
Franz Lettner compared her oeuvre to “A land full 
of sensations and wonders—that also applies to 
Linda Wolfsgruber’s picture worlds in which great 
narrative sophistication, a high level of crafting skills 

LINDA WOLFSGRUBER
Austria ★ Illustrator

I have a particular desire to put something new into each book.
         Linda Wolfsgruber

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Ich bin ein toller Hecht (I’m a Fine Pike) (2003) St. Pölten/Wien: Niederoesterr Pressehaus.
• Zwei x Zwirn (Two Times Thread) (2005) Duesseldorf: Sauerlaender.
• Herr Balaban und seine Tochter Selda (Balaban and his daughter Selda) By Martin Auer (2002) Hemsbach: Beltz.
• Das Lebe Jesu (The Life of Jesus) By Celia B. Lottridge (2007) Innsbruck: Tyrolia.
• Ein älterer Herr in den Anden (An Elderly Gentleman in the Andes) By Martin Auer (2001) Vienna: Mandelbaum Verlag.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: BELGIUM

Pierre Coran (birth name, Eugène Delaisse) was 
born in 1934 in Saint-Denis en Brocqueroie, near 
Mons in Belgium. He began his career as a teacher, 
then as a director of a school, as well as a professor 
of history at the Conservatoire royal de Mons. This 
prolific and award-winning writer of nearly 100 
works of poetry, novels, and essays was honored in 
1989 with the treasured first prize, The Grand Prix 
of poetry for youth (Paris), for his beloved and ever 
popular poetry collection Jaffabules 
(1990).
 An essential element of Coran’s 
writing involves the necessity 
of putting oneself in the shoes 
of the characters “to live the 
action as if one is a part of it.” 
This characterization is clearly 
demonstrated by the protagonist 
in his famous trilogy Le commando 
de Pieces-a-trous (The Commando 
Parts to Hole). Moreover, we see 
the influence that growing up in 
World War II occupied Belgium 
had on Coran’s writing. The three 
stories in the collection span the years from 1940 to 
1945. Through the eyes of eleven-year-old Simon, 
readers come to know the harsh reality of that 
time which includes an awareness of cowardice, 
resistance as well as heroism. This work of historical 
fiction was also made into a film by director Pierrot 

De Heusch, in collaboration with comedic actors 
Michel Galabru, Daniel Prévost, and Philippe Van 
Kessel. 
 Coran’s awards chronicle a lifetime of achievement 
and include Prix du Hainaut (littérature), Mons, 
1966; Prix Jean de La Fontaine, Château-Thierry 
(fables inédites), 1979; Prix de la Communauté 
française pour le Rayonnement de la Littérature 
de Jeunesse, 2006; and Prix du Ministère de la 

Communauté française de Belgique, 
2007. 
 His works have been translated 
into many languages including 
Braille. In fact, Coran’s L'Amour 
mauve (Purple love), 2005, was 
chosen to launch the first MP3 audio 
book in the DAISY format (Digital 
Accessible Information System) in 
Belgium. This system offers a user-
friendly and interactive audiobook 
console for the blind and partially 
sighted.
 When Coran was asked why he 
writes, he tells us that it is for the 

child in each of us. He said, "Pour la part d’enfance 
qui vit en chacun de nous, discrète et révélée, au 
delà des âges et des modes” ('For that part within 
us where childhood lives, unobtrusive and bare, 
beyond the passage of time and fashion').

PIERRE CORAN
Belgium ★ Author

Everything is possible in poetry.
            Pierre Coran

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Têtes à puces (Heads with Fleas) Illus. by Philippe Salembier (1988) Tournai, Belgique: Casterman.
• Jaffabules: poésie pour enfants (1990) Paris: Hachette Jeunesse. 
• Les voleurs de bois (The Wooden Thieves) Illus. by Merel (1987) Tournai, Belgique: Casterman.
• The Ranger Smokes Too Much. Illus. by Merel (1991) Mankato, MN: Child’s World. 
• Le commando des pièces-à-trous (la trilogie en un volume) (1988, 1993, 1996, 1999, 2007) Toulouse: Éditions Milan, 
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: BELGIUM

Carll Cneut was born just across the hedge from 
France in Geluwe, Belgium in 1969. His father 
taught him to draw, and he in turn taught his two 
sisters. After seriously considering careers as a pastry 
painter and a circus artist, he decided to study 
Graphic Design at the Saint-Lucas Arts School in 
Ghent, the city where he still lives today. After school, 
he worked as an art director at a publicity agency. 
In 1996, he illustrated his first 
book, Varkentjes van Marsepein 
(Piglets of Marsepain) with the 
writer Geert De Kockere. They 
went on to collaborate on six 
more picture books together, 
mostly children's books in verse. 
By the end of 2000, Cneut was 
illustrating full-time, and in 
2002, he made his writing debut 
with The Amazing Love Story of 
Mr Morf.
 Cneut uses acrylics, oils, 
pastels, pencil, and ink to 
create a bright, highly-textured 
world overlaid with an antique patina, enabling 
his colors to be both saturated and subtle. Cneut 
loves a certain shade of red that some are beginning 
to call “Cneut red.” Literature expert Marita 
Vermeulen noted, “When he was embarking upon 
his career as an illustrator, Cneut not only used 

color to draw out emotion and narrative threads in 
a surprising and original way, but also proved to 
be a master at creating effective compositions … 
Carll Cneut teases and challenges the reader as he 
takes advantage of the human ability to complete 
pictures. His illustrations slip and slide, peeking 
cheekily over the edges of the pages … This ability 
to draw out universal emotions and themes through 

his use of color, composition, and 
body language may be what lies 
at the heart of his international 
appeal.”
 His work has won the 
Bologna Ragazzi Award, the Prix 
Octogones, the Golden Insignia 
in Bratislava and the Woutertje 
Pieterse Prize. Cneut also 
contributes to many children's 
and adult magazines. His latest 
challenge was designing costumes 
for Voltaire's La Princesse de 
Babylon for the French theater 
and dance company, Josè 

Besprosvany. Cneut has been teaching at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Ghent since 2005.

CARLL CNEUT
Belgium ★ Illustrator
My illustrations continue into the invisible. My readers have the freedom to 
complete them in their heads. This often confuses adults, but never the children.  
           Carll Cneut

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Die wundersame Liebesgeschichte des Mister Morf (The Amazing Love Story of Mr Morf) (2003) Frankfurt: Sauerländer.
• The Secret of the Nightingale’s Throat. By Peter Verhelst  (2008) Wielsbeke: De Eenhoorn.
• Dulle Griet. By Geert De Kockere (2005) Wielsbeke: De Eenhoorn.
• Mijnheer Ferdinand (Mr. Ferdinand) By Agnes Guldemont (2003) Wielsbeke: De Eenhoorn.
• Woeste Mie. By Geert De Kockere (2000) Wielsbeke: De Eenhoorn.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: BRAZIL

Bartolomeu Campos de Queirós was born in 
Minas Gerais in 1944 and graduated from Federal 
University of Minas Gerais, Brazil with a degree in 
Philosophy. He also specialized in Art/Education 
at Institut Pedagogique National de Paris, France. 
He began to publish his books in the 1970s and 
hasn’t stopped since then. His work consists of 
approximately 50 publications of 
both prose and poetry directed 
toward children and young adults, 
some of which have been translated 
into other languages. In Brazil his 
work ranks among Brazilian classics 
for children and young people.
 Based on Campos de Queirós’ 
outlook on childhood and life in 
general, his work is quite universal, 
touching on themes that are 
common to all humanity. Topics 
such as life and death, the passing 
of time, childhood, and children’s 
relationships with the adult world 
are dealt with in a sensitive and unique manner. Due 
to Campos de Queirós’ finely tuned word choice 
and the construction of his sentences, his texts are 
easily accessible to children of all ages. He knows 
how to create and play with words, providing them 
with the best rhythm. He has a gift for making 
words come to life so that even adolescents who 

sometimes think that “reading is boring” become 
engrossed in books. 
 Bartolomeu Campos de Queirós is the winner 
of numerous national and international awards.  
More studies have been published about his work 
than about any other Brazilian author of children’s 
literature. The IV Edition of Iberoamerican SM 

Prize for Children’s and Young Adults 
Literature was given to him in 2008.  
My Grandfather’s Glass Eye (O olho 
de vidro do meu avô) is considered to 
be one of his most important titles. 
This book, with awards that include 
the Jabuti Award, the Nestlé National 
Award for Literature and The Best for 
Young People Award, centers on a 
grandfather’s view of the world, life, 
and life beyond the world-- “intimate 
life, the life of the souls, relationships, 
and emotions.” His books invite 
readers to discover that happiness 
can be found in each of the minute 

details of life.

BARTOLOMEU
CAMPOS DE QUEIRÓS
Brazil ★ Author
Today I try to ensure that my writing is literature without fixed boundaries. And 
that is my aim. I want my literature to reach out to children, but I also want it 
to be enjoyable reading for adults. Bartolomeu Campos de Queirós

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Até passarinho passa (Every Day Birds Pass Away) Illus. by Elisabeth Teixeira (2003) São Paulo: Moderna Publishers.
• Indez (Nest egg) (1992) Ontario: Groundwood Books.
• O olho de vidro do meu avô (My Grandfather’s GlassEye) (2004) São Paulo: Moderna Publishers.
• Por parte de pai (Patience Street) (1995) Belo Horizonte: RHJ Publishers.
• Tiempo de vuelo (Flight Time) (2009) México: SM Publishers.
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Illustrator, writer, and playwright, Roger Mello was 
born in Brasilia, Brazil in 1965. He spent half of his 
life in Brasilia and half in Rio de Janeiro, where he 
currently lives and works. After graduating in Design 
from ESDI/UERJ, he worked with Ziraldo at Zapin. 
He creates in a variety of artistic media including 
film, theatre, and illustration. Mello is extremely 
prolific, publishing more than 100 books in the last 
15 years. 
 Mello’s art and writing are deeply 
rooted in his home country of Brazil, 
drawing on traditional folklore 
for his stories and continually 
experimenting with new artistic 
techniques. His illustrations use 
the bright, hot colors of his native 
country combining traditional 
patterns indigenous to Brazil 
with European cubist patterns for 
dramatic effect. 
 In her dissertation research 
on Mello’s work, Tereza Harumi 
Kikuchi noted, “If we were to 
enumerate the influences to be found in the 
production of the illustrator, the list would surely be 
vast, since it would cover all fields of knowledge, from 
the plastic arts to literature, cinema, theater, popular 
culture and legends, urban life, technology, biology, 

the environment, philosophy, history… everything 
related to humanity is of interest to this artist… The 
narrative function is always present in Roger Mello’s 
images and texts, and that explains his preference for 
time-related themes… The passing of time is the most 
constant feature of the artist’s drawings and text. All 
Roger Mello’s books deal with time, this coming to 
pass, the transformation produced by events. This 

transformation that makes the world 
go round.”
 Roger Mello has garnered many 
awards in his career including two 
Jabuti prizes for Best Illustration 
and Best Book for Young People (for 
The Mangue Boys), the Brazillian 
Chamber of Books Award from the 
Fondation Espace Enfants (FEE) in 
Switzerland, the Fundação Nacional 
do Livro Infantil e Juvenil (FNLIJ), 
and the Grand Prix International. In 
2005, his illustrations for the popular 
verses in Nau Catarineta (The Ship 
Called Catarineta) were part of an 

itinerant show that toured Parisian libraries.

ROGER MELLO
Brazil ★ Illustrator
In a way, Brazil is in the palette of colors I use and the multitude of issues, for 
many cultures living.
              Roger Mello

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Meninos do Mangue (Mangrove Boys) (2001) São Paolo: Companhia das Letrinhas.
• Jardins (Gardens) By Roseana Murry (2001) Rio de Janeiro: Manati.
• Nau Catarineta (The Ship Called Catarineta) (2004) Rio de Janeiro: Manati.
• Maria Teresa (1996) Rio de Janeiro: Agir.
• Será Mesmo Que é Bicho? (Is It Really Bug?) By Roger Mello and Angelo Machado (1996) Rio de Janeiro: Nova Fronteira.



he explores themes of family unity, community 
cohesion, and personal love. Judith Saltman at the 
University of British Columbia describes Doyle’s 
adolescent protagonists as making human choices of 
courage and compassion amidst grief, fear, and loss. 
She states, “Doyle’s greatest gift to his adolescent 
readers may be the complex reality of his characters, 
their unmistakable and memorable voices, their 

stylish wit and thoughtfulness.” 
 Making use of imagery, suggestion, 
connotation and symbolism, Doyle 
creates a sense of depth. Doyle 
states, “Like life itself, the world we 
encounter doesn’t give itself up to 
us all at once.” Doyle writes so that 
readers will discover the mysteries of 
life on their own. 
 Among his numerous honors, Brian 
Doyle has four times been awarded 
Canada’s most prestigious prize, the 
Canadian Library Association Book 
of the Year for Children Award.  He 
has twice won the Mr. Christie’s 

Book Award. In 2002 he won the Leishman Prize 
and in 2005 Doyle received Laureate of the NSK 
Neustadt Prize for Children’s Literature, a lifetime 
achievement honor.  
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: CANADA

Brian Doyle is considered among Canada’s most 
illustrious authors of books for middle school and 
young adult audiences. Born in 1935 in Ottawa, he 
was immersed in a family whose way with language 
and story inspired him so much that at by the age 
of ten he had decided that his lifelong dream was 
to become a writer. Doyle completed a Bachelor’s 
Degree in journalism, and in 1959 began a career as 
a high school teacher and published 
his first story in a literary magazine. 
Hey Dad!, his first novel, was 
published in 1978.  Eleven more 
novels have appeared since then, 
and his works have been adapted to 
radio, stage, and film.
 Doyle is widely admired for the 
power of his language, his humor, 
and the prevailing sense of place 
found in his books. The capital 
city of Ottawa and the flavor of 
the Gatineau Hills to the north of 
the city, the sense of history, and 
amusing anecdotes are evident in 
his writing. He strikes a delicate balance between 
humorous and tragic moments. Doyle takes on 
difficult subjects such as racism (Angel Square), 
physical abuse (Uncle Ronald and Up to Low), and 
sexual abuse (Boy O'Boy); while at the same time 

BRIAN DOYLE
Canada ★ Author
I write, not to proselytize, instruct, inform, moralize or convert. Neither do I 
write to render verdicts or effect justice. I write rather to present evidence and 
bear witness. Evidence witnessed through youthful eyes – eyes clear-sighted, albeit 
inexperienced. The eyes of the child who saw that the Emperor was naked. In this 
manner, my aim is to create readers where there were no readers before. Thereby 
giving the gift of literacy.        Brian Doyle

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Up to Low (1982) Toronto: Groundwood Books.
• Angel Square (1984) Toronto: Groundwood Books.
• Uncle Ronald (1996) Toronto: Groundwood Books. 
• Boy O’Boy (2003) Toronto: Groundwood Books.
• Pure Spring (2007) Toronto: Groundwood Books.



 In her writing and her illustration, Gay creates 
appealing characters and the vivid places in which 
they live, laugh, and question. Her work is warm 
with domestic detail, wild with a whimsical 
imagination. Her affectionate attention to detail 
is evident whether portraying a young boy’s stamp 
collection or Stella’s red hair, which takes on a life of 
its own. With more than sixty books to her credit, 

she knows how to create visual 
worlds with extraordinary zest 
and energy. Through her use 
of evocative watercolor and 
relatable stories she has tapped 
into the emotional terrain 
so familiar to the world of 
childhood. 
 Marie-Louise Gay has 
received numerous awards 
for her written and illustrated 
works in both French and 
English; she is a four-time 
winner of the Governor 
General's Award for Children’s 
Literature in Canada. Her well-
loved Stella and Sam books have 

been published in more than twenty languages, 
from Chinese, Japanese, and Korean to Slovenian, 
Serbian, and German. She has two sons and 
currently lives in Montreal with her husband and 
frequent co-author, David Homel. 
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: CANADA

Marie-Louise Gay was born in 1952 in Quebec City, 
moving around Canada with her family in her early 
years, living in Montreal and Vancouver. Out of her 
bored doodles in the classroom grew a real talent 
that later led her to a career in art. She reveals, “In 
my preteen and teenage years I mainly read bandes 
dessinées, which are illustrated stories like long 
cartoon strips. The most well-known being Tintin, 
Babar, Bécassine or Astérix; 
but, less well-known, at least 
in the English world, are the 
works of F’Murr, René Gotlib, 
etc., which were featured 
in the magazine Pilote. The 
drawings were surrealistic, 
crazy, extraordinarily avant-
garde. The design was to 
die for. The texts were very 
exciting, intellectual, funny, 
and ironic.”
 She sold illustrations 
and cartoons to magazines 
while attending art school in 
Montreal and San Francisco. 
Later, her work with a 
publisher in Montreal inspired her to write as well 
as illustrate books for children. She has written and/
or illustrated more than sixty books in both French 
and English. Besides books, she also works in 
theater and film. Her Stella series is being adapted 
into an animated series. 

MARIE-LOUISE GAY
Canada ★ Illustrator
Children are so open, and their link between fantasy and reality is so fragile. I'm 
always amazed by what they will and won't believe.
            Marie-Louise Gay

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Rainy Dvay Magic (1987) Devon, UK: Davis & Charles.
• Moonbeam on a Cat's Ear (1986) Markham, ON: Fitzhenry and Whiteside.
• Yuck, a Love Story. By Don Gilmore (2000) Markham, ON: Fitzhenry and Whiteside. 
• On My Island/Sur Mon Ile (2003) Toronto: Groundwood Books. 
• Angel and the Polar Bear (1988) Markham, ON: Fitzhenry and Whiteside.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: CHINA

 Liu Xianping is considered China’s originator of 
contemporary nature writing. Born in 1938, he 
graduated from Zhejing University and worked as a 
teacher for 10 years. Liu Xianping began to publish 
his literary work in 1957, but abandoned writing 
prior to the Cultural Revolution. In the 1970s he 
joined a scientific team to study animals in the wild 
and also began going on field observation treks 
of his own. His footprints have 
been left on the ridges of towering 
mountains as well as the Gobi 
Desert.
 Liu Xianping resumed his writing 
in 1978 and dedicated himself to 
the creation of contemporary books 
concerning the natural world. His 
representative works are four novels 
about the difficulties and hardships 
children have experienced  and 
endured in order to protect wild 
animals, as well as documentaries 
about his adventures in the natural 
world. More than 30 species of 
wildlife are mentioned in his works including giant 
pandas, golden-monkeys, red-billed leiothrixes, and 
spotted deer. My Friends in the Wild is a collection 
of stories based on the author’s thrilling encounters 
with wild animals during his many expeditions in 
China. 

 Liu Xianping’s work is full of humorous and 
lively language which makes his books not only 
informative but also absorbing and exciting. His 
writing is unique in that it is both poetic and 
philosophical; he consistently adopts an aesthetic 
angle to illustrate the beauty and magic of nature. 
On eight occasions his works have been awarded 
national prizes. In 1992 the National State Council 

recognized Liu Xianping as an 
expert who has made outstanding 
contributions  to society. At the age 
of 70, Liu Xianping is still involved 
in observations of the natural world.

LIU XIANPING
China ★ Author
I have been observing and experiencing the natural world for over 30 years…
but actually I have been focusing on only one thing and that is the call for an 
ecological morality that will demonstrate the beauty of our natural wildlife which 
is facing an ecological crisis.   Lui Xianping

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• An Exploration of the Wonderful Sea of Clouds (1980) Bejing: China Juvenile and Children’s Books Publishing House.
• The Calls of the Spotted Deer (1981) Bejing: People’s Publishing House.
• A Voyage of Discovery through the Valley of a Thousand Birds (1985) Bejing: China Juvenile and Children’s Books Publishing House.
• The Legend of the Giant Panda (1987) Bejing: People’s Publishing House.
• My Friends in the Wild (2007) Bejing: China Juvenile and Children’s Books Publishing House.
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: CROATIA

Svjetlan Junakóvić was born in Zagreb, Croatia in 
1961. He was first spotted by the great Croatian 
sculptor Kosta Angeli Radovani, who supported 
and encouraged him to pursue formal training at 
the Milan Academy of Fine Arts. He graduated 
with a degree in sculpture in 1985. After a time in 
the studio of Cité Internationale des Arts in Paris, 
he became interested in contemporary French 
illustration. Since then, he has 
published over 300 books in 
Croatia, across Europe, in the 
USA, Australia, and Japan; 
his work has been translated 
into twenty languages. His 
versatility and attention to 
detail are the hallmark of his 
artistry. 
 Junakóvić’s experience 
as a painter and sculptor 
combine to generate new and 
unexpected approaches when it 
comes to selecting the drawing 
surface, some of which are pre-
treated with red priming (a practice from centuries 
past) or feature scraps and clips from newspapers, 
magazines, and notebooks resulting in nearly cubist 
collages. Those backgrounds are then covered with 
thick color textures, brush strokes, and carvings 

made with palette knives and other tools. The result 
is highly expressive, almost physical art—but still 
playful, dream-like, and full of humor. 
 Claudia Sonego notes Junakóvić’s work contains 
“Lightness, freedom, humor, honesty, sensitivity, 
and respect for children’s imagination; love 
for games, fun, formal research, and technical 
experimentation: these are the key features 

of Junakóvić’s vision. An 
uncontainable, lively, quick-
witted artist who unsurprisingly 
and stubbornly keeps on 
trusting his intuition.” 
 Svjetlan Junakóvić has had 
numerous solo exhibitions of 
his work and has received many 
distinctions and awards such 
as the prize at the Biennial of 
Illustration Bratislava in 2001, 
special awards in Bari in 2003 
(Premio citta di Bari) and in 
Japan (Oita Biennale) in 2004. 
His illustrations have been 

exhibited at the Bologna Book Fair for over a decade. 
Junakóvić teaches illustration at the Academy of 
Fine Arts in Zagreb and at the international school 
in Sarmede, Italy. 

SVJETLAN JUNAKÓVIĆ
Croatia ★ Illustrator
Children’s books can instill a feeling for taste, an aesthetic outlook which may 
later be important for forming a person’s way of life and what things they choose.  
         Svjetlan Junakóvić

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Gran libro de los retratos de animaies (A big book of animal portraits) (2006) Pontevedra: OQO Editora.
• Ljubav spašava živote (Love saves lives) (2007) Zagreb: Algoritam.
• Moj put (My way) (2007) Zagreb: Algoritam. 
• Amo la musica [Mystery Musicians] (Text by Mario Vigiak) 2001. Padua: Bohem Press Italia.
• Cieli [Skies] (Text by Bruno Tognolini and Luca Mercalli) 2009. Bologna: Edizioni Artebambini.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: CYPRUS

Born in 1935 in the village of Lefkoniko, in Cyprus, 
Maria Pyliotou experienced the poverty of World 
War II from an early age. Due to the lack of libraries 
near her village, her first contact with fairy tales was 
made through her storyteller grandfather, whom 
she considered “the best library” of her childhood. 
 Pyliotou has been writing award winning books 
and poems for children and youth since 1976, 
and many of these have been translated into other 
languages. Her work touches on a 
variety of themes, such as friendship, 
love, peace, and the acceptance of 
diversity. She is a mother of two 
daughters (one of whom, Theodora, 
has illustrated seven of her books). 
In addition to her published books, 
she has been recognized for her 
lyrics for “Song of Joy” which was 
awarded the UNICEF Prize. 
 Suspense is a predominant stylistic 
element in almost all of Maria 
Pyliotou’s novels. Unpredictable 
situations occur that spark and 
maintain the reader’s attention. 
Her heroes are searching for a creative utopia that 
will make the world a better place. In her work, 
she not only portrays reality, but she also “holds 
up a mirror” for readers to get to know themselves 

and society. For Pyliotou, every question is open 
to multiple answers and every issue can take on 
numerous truths. Thus, her books have ambiguous 
endings so that readers can use their imaginations 
to create their own conclusions. 
 The recipient of numerous awards, Maria 
Pyliotou was recently presented the Academy of 
Athens Award for her book Do you love me? Yes, I 
do! This book contains a touching series of letters 

written by both a grandmother and 
grandson who communicate their 
joys, disappointments, and dreams 
for the future. She is now a retired 
teacher, having taught from 1957-
1995. She is often invited to talk 
to children, parents, and teachers 
offering suggestions on ways to 
cultivate students’ love for reading. 
Keeping in touch with children 
is her way of life and a source of 
inspiration, renewal and creativity. 

MARIA PYLIOTOU
Cyprus ★ Author
I wish I had a magic sieve to pass my written words through it over and over 
again until among those that would stay behind the playful myth would rise like 
the light.    Maria Pyliotou

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• To taxidi tou glarou (The Journey of the Seagull) (2003) Athens: Parga.
• O skilos mou o alitis (My Dog Rascal) (2002) Athens: Parga.
• To oniro tou mikrou theou (The Dream of the Little God) (2008) Athens: Parga.
• M’agapas? S’agapo! (Do You Love Me? Yes I Do!) (2008) Athens: Parga.
• Ta dentra pou trexoun (The Running Tree) (1987) Athens: Kastaniotis.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: CZECH REPUBLIC

Poet, translator, and prose writer, Pavel Šrut was 
born on April 13, 1940 in Prague. He studied 
English and Spanish at Charles University (Prague) 
from 1962-1967 and then worked as an editor for 
the publishing house Nase Vojsko. In 1987, he 
spent four months at the University of Iowa as a 
Writer in Residence.
 Šrut is the lone poet among the influential 
generation of Czech poets from the 
1960s who from the outset of his 
career dedicated himself equally to 
the craft of poetry and children’s 
literature. Šrut initially began with 
children’s verse and then expanded 
to all genres including adaptations 
of fairy tales for television and 
screenplays for animated films. 
From the beginning of his career, 
Šrut has balanced the relationship 
of sense and nonsense in his writing 
by interweaving motifs from 
nursery rhymes, singsongs, and 
games in his verse. 
 Night Full of Wings (Noc pina kridel, 1964) 
was Šrut’s first published book.  This collection of 
poems provides sensitive insight into a childhood 
and adolescence troubled by the grim experience 
of war. During the years of the Soviet occupation, 
Šrut had limited opportunities to publish his work 

and thus concentrated mostly on writing children’s 
books and song lyrics. In the 1970s and 1980s some 
of his work was published abroad, as was the case 
with his collection, Unbound Poems, which includes 
poems written to his close friends.
 Among his numerous honors, Pavel Šrut was 
awarded the top Czech literary prize, the Jaroslav 
Seifert Literary Award, in 2000. In 2002 and 

2004, he was nominated for the 
influential Magnesia Litera which he 
was awarded in 2009 for his book, 
The Oddsockeaters. This fantastical 
amusing story captures children’s 
curiosity and imagination, yet is 
based on a real-life dilemma - socks 
that seem to be missing their mate. 
In 2004, 2005, and 2009, Šrut won 
the Czech Golden Ribbon for the 
best children’s book of the year.  
 Besides being an acclaimed 
writer, Šrut is a skilled translator 
of English and American poetry. 
His translations include works by 

Donald Graves, Dylan Thomas, John Updike, and 
Leonard Cohen, as well as children’s books by Roald 
Dahl, Angela Carter, and Arnold Lobel. Pavel Šrut 
also published a collection of rock lyrics in 1990 
entitled Dormitory Yesterday (Kolej yesterday).

PAVEL ŠRUT
Czech Republic ★ Author

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• The Oddsockeaters (Lichožrouti) (2008) Prague: Paseka.
• Brother Rabbit’s Fairy Tales (Pohadky brasky Kralika) (2007) Prague: Knizni.
• Shoemaker and the Mouthy Mouse (Sisaty svec a mysut) (2007) Prague: Paseka.
• Paja the spider (Pavoucek Paja) (2001) Prague: Albatros.
• The King of Cats (Kocici kral) (1989) Prague: Albatros.



dramatic pace. He is particularly drawn to the older 
dramatic forms of grotesque and humor, using 
ironic distance to underscore the existential humor 
in the human story. Jan Rous wrote this about 
Šalamoun’s oeuvre: “In his illustrations, Šalamoun 
is not a narrator who would simply present his 
story or describe its action—his illustrations are 
something between interpretation and commentary 

… Šalamoun’s understanding of 
the world meanders along varied 
paths; it penetrates the labyrinth 
of the world, whose various trails 
may lead all the way to the heaven 
of the heart, or again to the dust 
of childhood itself. Šalamoun’s 
perennial guide to this labyrinth 
is, of course, humor, which makes 
almost all paths more passable. He 
is sarcastic, at times acerbic; for the 
children’s world he is nonetheless 
shaded by a gentleness which 
disguises nothing.”
 Jiří Šalamoun’s work in 

printmaking and books has been presented at major 
exhibitions throughout the world for over 40 years. 
Fluent in five languages, he is a much sought-after 
lecturer. 
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: CZECH REPUBLIC

Born in Prague in 1935, Jiří Šalamoun has garnered 
over 50 international awards during his varied 
career illustrating and designing for stage, film, 
posters, books and magazines. He has worked in 
book illustration, cartoon films, television, and 
printmaking, and also as an editor of publications 
about photography and film.
 Šalamoun studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Prague and the Academy of Visual 
Arts in Leipzig. As a professor 
of Graphic Art and Illustration 
at the Prague School of Applied 
Arts, he has also found time to 
illustrate more than 100 books 
and over 40 cartoons, as well as  
creating countless theater posters, 
stage sets, and lithographs. His 
links with more than 30 cartoon 
films have been very popular, 
particularly the 26-part series 
about Maxipes Fík produced 
between 1975 and 1984. His 
cartoons have delighted children 
for decades, and readers of all ages have enjoyed his 
illustrative interpretations of classics by Dickens, 
Bunin, Saltykov-Shchedrin, Tolkien, and James 
Fenimore Cooper, among others. 
 Šalamoun thinks like a filmmaker and each 
illustration narrates an entire world infused with 

JIŘÍ ŠALAMOUN
Czech Republic ★ Illustrator
The peak season of our lives
And nobody notices anything?
That's a good one ...
but that is exactly what you do not want!     Jiří Šalamoun

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• The Hobbit. By J.R.R.Tolkien (1992) Prague: Odeon.
• The Pickwick Papers. By Charles Dickens (1971) Prague: Odeon.
• The Last of the Mohicans. By James Fenimore Cooper (1972) Prague: Mladá Fronta.
• Pavel Šrut (Snail Ormollusk) By Hlemyžd’ Čilišnek (1983) Prague: Albatross.
• The History of a Town By Mikhail Saltykov-Shchedrin (1990) Prague: Odeon.
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Louis Jensen was born in Nibe by Limfjorden in 
the northern part of Jutland in 1943. He wrote 
experimental poetry in his younger years and later 
became an architect specializing in city planning. 
Jensen made his debut in writing  for children in 
1983 with a short story called “The Insect Man” 
and in 1986 The Crystal Man was his first book for 
children. Several volumes about The Crystal Man 
were published in the years 1986-
1989, with one book per year. 
 The Skeleton on Wheels is the 
most famous and perhaps one of 
the most important books in Louis 
Jensen’s career. Published in 1992, 
it was first performed as a play and 
is presently used as a text in schools; 
it is considered to be a new Danish 
classic. The story concerns Martin’s 
search for the soul of his murdered 
dog. It is about faith, hope, and love 
and has inspired varied responses 
including debate concerning what is 
appropriate for children to read.
 Jensen explores themes of good and evil; for 
example, he asks if there can be life without evil 
(Karl Kluge’s Double Treasure Hunt and Karl Kluge 
and the Evil) and if love can be the way out of “the 
bubble” (The Enchanted City). In all of his books 

reality is addressed through fantasy. His later stories 
revolve around how one can relate to evil correctly 
and concretely. Scholarly reviews speak to the high 
quality and consistency in his books, with the theme 
often being that it is never too late to become good.
 Louis Jensen has published children’s books, 
young adult novels, and hundreds of short stories 
that have been translated into several languages. 

In the Hans Christian Andersen 
“Celebration Year 2005,” Jensen 
published Tin Heart and Ducking 
Feathers, a personal narrative of the 
poet’s outer and inner life. Politiken 
(2004) stated, “There is a deep 
understanding and connection 
between Jensen and Andersen. They 
write fairy tales which you can spend 
a lifetime understanding. Fairy tales 
which have been brought by the 
images of dreams.”
 Louis Jensen has received 
numerous awards including The 
Odd Fellow Literary Award, the 

Culture Prince’s Award, and the Denmark School 
Librarians Association Children’s Books Award. 
Weekendavisen (2004) commented, “Louis Jensen 
is a fairy tale writer with his heart in the right place 
and talent sparkling from his pen.”

LOUIS JENSEN
Denmark ★ Author

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• The Crystal Man (Krystalmanden), (1986) Copenhagen: Gyldendal.
• Tin Heart and Duckling Feathers (Tinhjerte og aellingefje) (2004) Copenhagen: Host & Son.
• The Skeleton on Wheels (Skelettet på hjul) (1992) Copenhagen: Gyldendal.
• Hello, More Hundred Stories (Hallo, flere hendrede historier) (2009) Copenhagen: Gyldendal.
• Karl Kluge and the Evil (Klarl Kluge og ondskaben) (1994) Copenhagen: Gyldendal.



illustrators, she has no immediately recognizable 
style; instead, with each project, she develops a new 
form of expression and a new technique. 
 “Before Lilian Brøgger there weren’t as many long 
noses and big hats, distorted forms and surprising 
perspectives in children’s books,” observed the critic 
Steffen Larsen. She never loses sight of what appeals 
to children, nor does she merely depict the text. 

Lilian Brøgger adopts an open 
approach to fantastical figures, 
animals, everyday objects of all 
kinds. Nothing is too beautiful, 
nor is anything too ugly to appear 
in her drawings. The power of 
her artistic creation is found in a 
refreshing contradiction between 
extreme seriousness and playful 
ease.
  Lilian Brøgger is also an activist 
in her profession, pushing for 
equal funding and opportunities 
for illustrators and authors. 
Internationally, she has served as 

a judge of illustrations at both the Bratislava and 
Bologna exhibitions. Brøgger lives in Christianshavn 
in Copenhagen, among the boats on the canals and 
the 18th century houses. 

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Den fattige dreng fra Odenseen bog om H.C. Andersen (The Poor Boy from Odense: A book about Hans Christian Andersen) 

By Hjørdis Varmer (2002) Copenhagen: Forum.
• Anton elsker ymer (Anton Loves Junket) (2006) Copenhagen: Politiken.
• De skaeve smil (The Wry Smiles) By Oskar K (2008) Risskov: Klematis.
• Hallo! flere hundrede historier (Hello! Hundreds of Stories) By Louis Jensen (2009) Copenhagen: Gyldendal.
• Nattekjolen (The Nightgown) By Thomas Winding (1999) Frederiksberg: ABC.
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Lilian Brøgger was born on the island of Fanø in 
Denmark in 1950, but moved to Copenhagen at 
age 5. She studied at the Copenhagen School of 
Arts and Crafts (now the School of Design) from 
1967 to 1972. At that time it was mostly a school 
for graphic designers and advertisers, and she 
was the first woman to graduate with a degree in 
illustration.
 Her first book, Where Linda 
Lives, was published in 1975. 
Since then, she has illustrated 
more than 100 books and has 
influenced a generation of 
Danish artists called the “Young 
Wild Ones of Kolding” through 
teaching at the Design School in 
Kolding. 
 Over the last decade, Brøgger 
has become regarded as a post-
modern illustrator in that she 
refuses to accept the rules of motif, 
proportion, and representational 
method. She is unconventional 
and indiscriminate, drawing a toilet or cigarette 
with the same care as an apple or a tree. Although 
she tries new techniques with each book, her 
choices are always dictated by the needs of the story 
and sometimes veer into the surreal. Unlike other 

LILIAN BRØGGER
Denmark ★ Illustrator

As a child I dreamed about being able to lump all the languages of the world. It 
was the imagery. I will never finish finding new opportunities to create images. 
It's like inventing a new language.        Lilian Brøgger



children. The first Herra Huu story was published in 
1973 with felt-tip pen illustrations drawn by Mäkelä. 
Today this series has been translated into many 
languages.
 Within the last decade Mäkelä has moved toward 
a more realistic narrative style in his children’s 
books. His characters often deal with contemporary 
issues to which children can relate. Miisan uusi 

perhe (Miisa’s New Family, 2005), 
written in both prose and poetry, is 
the story of a young girl who lives in 
two homes, alternating between her 
divorced parents. As in several of his 
works, Mäkelä uses toys and dreams 
to aid in the main character’s difficult 
situation. Although intended for 
children, this book speaks to adults 
as well and could be read aloud as 
a shared experience. The soothing 
language and powerful message 
complement one another perfectly 
and leave readers with a feeling that 
the “good always wins out” and “life 

has happy endings.” Hannu Mäkelä is the winner of 
numerous awards including the Finland Prize and 
the Topelius Prize.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: FINLAND

Born in 1943, Hannu Mäkelä was trained as a teacher, 
yet worked as a literacy editor for Otava Publishing 
Company for over twenty years. His first book was 
published in 1965 and since that time he has written 
over 170 works which include children’s stories, 
adult novels, poetry, anthologies of prose, and radio 
and television plays. He is also a renowned biography 
writer.
 Humanity, sensitivity, and 
humor are evident throughout 
Mäkelä’s children’s books. His 
goal is for children to “meet the 
world” through reading. His stories 
offer youngsters possibilities for 
conquering their fears, achieving self-
esteem, and combatting feelings of 
loneliness. Though Mäkelä’s themes 
of friendship, tolerance, community 
solidarity, and love for nature are 
often serious, his works are always 
touching and entertaining.
 Mäkelä’s best-known character 
from his vast collection of children’s 
literature is Herra Huu (Mr. Boo) who has gained 
classic status not only in books but also in songs, 
films, and theater. These stories are full of adventure 
with surprising twists and turns to the plot. He writes 
clearly with simple sentences that appeal to young 

HANNU MÄKELÄ
Finland ★ Author

I find my books’ mottos are always appropriate to each phase of my life…. I am well 
pleased to employ 82-year-old Goya's phrase: “Aum aprendo.”  I learn more. It 
would be fine with me, if that were to happen in the future.         Hannu Mäkelä

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Herra Huu (Mr. Boo) (1973) Helsinki: Otava.
• Hevonen, joka hukkasi silmalasinsa (The Horse Who Lost His Glasses) (1977) Helsinki: Otava.
• Herra Huu matkoilla (Mr. Boo on Holiday) (1994) Helsinki: Tammi Publishers.
• Miisan uusi perhe (Miisa’s New Family) (2005) Helsinki: Tammi Publishers.
• Vauvaunia (Babydreams) (2008) Helsinki: Tammi Publishers.



 Reviewer Tytti Tuunanen observed that 
Savolainen employed all these skills in her award-
winning illustrations for Pikku Xing (Little Xing): 
“Savolainen outlines her characters clearly and 
fills the picture surface with countless details and 
parallel events. The bustling life of a family with 
young children and the chaos of this new situation 
(of foreign adoption) are shown through motion 

and small details. The China of the 
illustrations is fascinating to look 
at. The full-bodied, broken red-
green color scheme gets paler and 
changes to bluish when they arrive 
in the new country of Finland 
… Definite assets of Savolainen’s 
illustrations are the courageous 
changes of composition and angle 
of view … The human characters 
are reduced and characterized with 
a few deft strokes. Communication 
between the characters and the 
reader is delightful.”
  Salla Savolainen has won 

a number of prizes and honorable mentions, 
including receiving the Rudolf Koivu Prize. She 
lives and works in Karkkila, Southern Finland. 
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Born in 1962, and raised in the town of Luumäki, 
Finland, Salla Savolainen graduated with a degree 
in Art Education from the University of Art and 
Design in Helsinki. She illustrated textbooks and 
nonfiction throughout the 1990s before she began 
to illustrate children’s fiction. Her most recent 
textbook illustration was for an ABC and reading 
instruction book for first graders.
 In 2000, Savolainen wrote and 
illustrated her first picture book, 
Kirpputorikoira Napo (Napo, My 
Flea Market Dog). She has now 
written and illustrated three of 
her own books, as well as many 
books by other authors.
 Although Savolainen’s favored 
technique is using watercolor and 
pen, she also utilizes woodcuts 
and gouaches. Her illustrations 
are playful and humorous 
employing bright colors, while 
also highly realistic in style. All 
the details of daily life, be it a busy 
city street or a bedroom full of books, are conveyed 
with care. She uses a variety of perspective shifts, 
as well as a delicate contrast of light and shadow, 
lending her work a child-like quality. 

SALLA SAVOLAINEN
Finland ★ Illustrator
I do have to get to know the characters and everything that happens in the text 
really thoroughly (and I don’t mean only the actual events). I draw an enormous 
amount of sketches before the characters start to work out and take shape. At that 
point, it is also easy for me to identify with them, which is very important to me.    
               Salla Savolainen

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Vesta-Linnéa ochmonstermamman (Vesta-Linnea and the Monster Mum) By Tove Appelgren (2001) Helskinki: Söderströms.
• Pikku Xing (Little Xing) By Leena Virtanen (2004) Helsinki: Tammi Publishers.
• Mennään jo kotiin (Let ś Go Home Now) By Riina Katajavuori) (2007) Helsinki: Tammi Publishers. 
• Salaperäistä, tuliperäistä (Enigmatic, Volcanic) By Hannu Hirvonen (2005) Helsinki: Tammi Publishers.
• Pigen, Der Huskede Det Hele (The Girl Who Remembered Everything) By Kim Fupz Aakeson (2009) Helsinki: Carlsen. 



 He has won numerous awards for his writing. 
L’Enfant Ocean (The Pull of the Ocean) won the 
2007 Mildred L. Batchelder Award given to a 
publisher for an outstanding children’s book 
translated from a foreign language and published 
in the United States. It was also selected by the 
American Library Association as a Notable Book 
for Children. L’Enfant Ocean, told by many 

narrators, shows readers how the same 
situation can be perceived differently 
depending on one’s point of view. This 
social fable introduces the themes of 
racism, loneliness, and inadequate 
parenting in a sensitive manner.  
 In Le Combat d’hiver (The Winter 
Song), published in 2006, the story 
of the overthrowing of a Communist-
style state is portrayed through the 
eyes of four teenage friends. This 
captivating tale takes readers on a 
journey of love, friendship, courage, 
and hope while tackling adult issues 
in a sensitive and thoughtful way. Le 

Combat d’hiver received several awards, including 
the Prix France Televisions, 2007; Prix Saint- 
Exupery, 2007; Prix Sorcieres, 2008; and Prix Paul 
Hurtmans Belgique, 2008. Today Jean-Claude 
Mourlevat is considered to be one of the best 
authors of children’s fiction in France. 
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: FRANCE

Jean-Claude Mourlevat was born in France in 1952 
and studied in Strasbourg, Stuttgart, and Bonn. 
He was a German teacher for a few years before 
devoting himself to theater. He staged one–man 
shows in France and abroad as well as performing 
in plays by Brecht, Cocteau, and Shakespeare.
 His first writing was in the form of short stories 
that he intended to be told orally, and then he went 
on to write longer stories of various 
genres. Mourlevat learned the 
importance of keeping an audience 
entertained and on the edge of their 
seats through interesting narratives 
with twists and turns. His first novel, 
entitled La Balafre, was published in 
1998.
 Mourlevat savors the rhythm of 
sentences and the sheer sound of 
words. While he writes he speaks 
his words aloud as they ought to be 
spoken. While he writes about serious 
subjects such as abandonment, 
solitude, and violence, he does 
not like to focus on its misery. Whenever a topic 
becomes too painful he alleviates it with a lighter 
moment by means of fantasy or humor. The happy 
endings in which his heroes discover the right place 
after a long difficult journey illustrate the author’s 
profound optimism.

JEAN-CLAUDE MOURLEVAT
France ★ Author
How do I choose a topic? It is a mystery. Why, among all the pebbles from the 
beach, pull this one and not another one? I think write especially because of the 
scars left behind on children.
    Jean-Claude Mourlevat

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• L’Enfant Ocean (The Pull of the Ocean) (1999) Paris: Editions Thierry Magnier, Petite Poche.
• La Riviere a  l’envers (The Flowing Backwards River) (2002) Paris: Editions Thierry Magnier, Petite Poche.
• L’Homme a l’oreille Coupee (The Man Who Had an Ear Cut) (2003) Paris: Editions Thierry Magnier, Petite Poche.
• Le Combat d’ hiver (The Winter Song) (2006) Paris: Gallimard Jeunesse, Hors serie.
• Le Chagrin du roi mort (The Dead King’s Sorrow) (2009) Paris: Gallimard Jeunesse, Hors serie.
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Grégoire Solotareff was born in Egypt in 1953, 
but moved to France with his family as a child. 
The Solotareff children were home-schooled. His 
mother, a painter, encouraged him in art, while 
his father, a doctor, inspired him to consider 
medicine. After working as a doctor for five years, 
Solotareff turned to illustration, publishing his first 
book in 1985. Since that time, he has regularly 
published seven to ten books a year, 
accumulating over 100 titles, while 
also working in animation and 
advertising. 
 Solotareff paints in the primary 
colors of Matisse and Van Gogh. 
With a simple palette of red, 
blue, yellow, and black, he can 
introduce variations of shade to 
communicate the humor and irony 
for which his work is well-known. 
Large monochromatic surfaces are 
juxtaposed with precise outlines and 
suggest multiple interpretations. 
People are almost always outlined 
with black. Perspective and shadows that create 
depth are absent. Shapes are reduced and people 
and objects are simplified, thus reinforcing their 
expressiveness. The simplification of forms is not a 
refusal of normality, but a caricature of reality, thus 

allowing for a humorous observation of people and 
things. 
 The themes of Solotareff’s works are strong, too; 
they are stories about meetings that should not have 
happened, impossible friendships, stories about 
lonesome children or magicians who challenge 
the world of adults. They may have a profound 
meaning, but they are treated with humor.

 The impressions from his 
childhood in countries of Arabic 
civilization, the life, colors, and 
atmosphere of the Middle East, 
the different origins of his parents, 
French culture, the images and stories 
of his mother, the illustrations of 
Maurice Sendak and Tomi Ungerer, 
and the great painters of the 20th 
century - all have influenced the 
art of Grégoire Solotareff. He has 
been awarded the Prix de Montreuil 
(1992) and the Bologna Ragazzi 
Award (1993), among other awards. 
He sometimes collaborates with his 

sister Nadja, an artist with whom he shares a studio 
in Paris. 

GRÉGOIRE SOLOTAREFF
France ★ Illustrator
When one makes children’s books, one actually makes them first and foremost for 
oneself, for the child that one was and, wishfully, still is.
        Grégoire Solotareff

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Un jour, un loup (One Day, One Wolf) 2002. Paris: L'Ecole des loisirs.
• Toi grand et moi petit (You Are Big and I Am Small) (1999) Paris: L'Ecole des loisirs.
• Trois sorcières (The Three Magicians) (1999) Paris: L'École des loisirs.
• Le masque (The mask) (2001) Paris: L'Ecole des loisirs.
• Adam et Eve (Adam and Eve) (2007) Paris: L'École des loisirs.



influenced his writing ever since. In his books, he 
feels a strong sense of responsibility in describing 
the problems that afflict children in today’s society. 
 His numerous books for children and young 
adults are considered to have revolutionized 
children’s literature. One example is Das war der 
Hirbel (That Was Hirbel), published in 1977, 
which explained the everyday life of “Hirbel,” a 

mentally handicapped boy. When 
asked why his books do not provide 
children escape from reality, Härtling 
replied, “That’s something they get 
from many other children’s books. 
Whenever I write for children, I 
like to tell them stories that take 
them seriously and show them some 
possibilities for handling real life.” 
With his unmistakable characters, 
Härtling enables his readers to 
identify even with outsiders. 
 Härtling’s books have received 
numerous awards and have been 
translated into many languages. 

In 1976, he was awarded the Deutscher 
Jugendliteraturpreis (German Youth Literature 
Award) for his book Oma and in 2003 he received 
the Deutscher Bücherpreis for his life’s work. 
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: GERMANY

Peter Härtling was born on November 13, 1933 
in Chemnitz, Germany. His family fled in 1941 to 
Olmütz/Mähren and in 1945 to Zwettl in Austria, 
because his father tried to avoid being arrested 
by the National Socialists. Later in that year, his 
father died as a prisoner in a Russian war camp 
in Döllersheim (Austria). In 1946, his mother 
committed suicide. Härtling was 13 years old when 
he became an orphaned refugee.
 As a teen, Härtling attended 
a secondary school in Nürtingen 
until 1952 and afterwards became 
a student at Bernstein-School of 
Helmut Andreas Paul Grieshaber, 
a school for art in Bernstein/Sulz. 
His first book entitled Poems & 
Songs was published in 1953. Peter 
Härtling worked as a journalist 
for several newspapers and was a 
literary editor for the newspaper; 
however, at the age of 40 he turned 
to full-time authorship and began 
to write for young readers.
 Härtling’s first children’s book Und das ist die 
ganze Familie (And That’s the Whole Family), 
published in 1970, represented a new departure 
in children’s literature in terms of style and theme 
with a focus on stark reality. This perspective has 

PETER HÄRTLING
Germany ★ Author
Whenever I write for children, I like to tell them stories, which take them 
seriously and which show them some possibilities to react in real life.
               Peter Härtling

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Krücke (Crutches) (1987) Weinheim: Belz & Gelberg.
• Oma (Granny /Grandma) (1975) Weinheim: Belz & Gelberg.
• Alter John (Old John) (1981) Weinheim: Belz & Gelberg.
• Das war der Hirbel (That was Hirbel) (1973) Weinheim: Belz & Gelberg.
• Theo haut ab (Theo Runs Away) (1977) Weinheim: Belz & Gelberg.



for two things: Those things that hold the world 
together at its innermost core – trust, love, security 
– or, in short, the threads of hope that she wants 
to give children through her pictures and picture 
books, and which is, to her mind, the true purpose 
of children’s literature; but also, that it is not always 
possible to resolve such contradictions. Intruding 
into such scenes of warmth-giving closeness are also 

other characters who do not seem 
to belong there: the homeless, the 
abandoned.”
 Bauer favors the media of ink, 
tempera, colored pencil, and crayon 
and is known for the simplicity of 
her style that conveys great feeling 
through subtle colors and line. Her 
work has been called “subversive,” 
“poetic,” and “inventive.” She has 
authored more than 40 books for 

children, and her work has been translated into 18 
languages.
 Jutta Bauer has won awards for her work in books 
and film, including the Troisdorfer Bilderbuchpreis 
for Gottfried, das fliegende Schwein, the Prix 
Danube for Grandpa's Angel, the German Youth 
Literature Award for Schreimutter, and the Chicago 
International Children's Film Festival Award for 
Die Königin der Farben. Bauer lives with her family 
in Hamburg.
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Born in 1955 in Hamburg, Germany, Jutta 
Bauer grew up in the town of Volksdorf, near 
Hamburg. Bauer's father was a schoolteacher and 
after graduating from the College of Design in 
Hamburg, she drew a comic strip for the popular 
woman’s magazine, Brigitte, for seven years, while 
she began illustrating children's books on the side. 
After her first books were published in 1981, she 
worked full-time authoring and 
illustrating cartoons, textbooks, 
and picture books. She has also 
created animated films for which 
she has received several awards, as 
well as cartoons for the television 
program, The Show with the 
Mouse, which were later published 
as picture books. Through 
these experiences, she began 
to apply herself increasingly to 
concentration and reduction, paying reverence to 
the great masters “who simply left more and more 
out,” like Picasso, Miró, and Klee, thus developing 
a greater sense of spontaneity in her art. 
 Mareile Oetken noted, “Bauer’s pictures are 
always imbued with sincerely felt devotion, humor, 
and optimism, as well as uncommon humility in 
the face of the ups and downs and contradictions 
that life holds. When one takes a closer, attentive 
look at her picture books, one always gets a feeling 

JUTTA BAUER
Germany ★ Illustrator
I believe that stories are like vessels. They offer a form, but every reader-- no 
matter whether young or old-- fills it anew with their experiences and their 
individual stories.             Jutta Bauer

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Selma (2003) Geneva: La Joie de Lire Jeunesse.
• Die Königin oder Farben (The Queen of Colors) (1998) Weinheim: Beltz & Gelberg.
• Schreimutter (The Screaming Mother) (1998) Weinheim: Beltz & Gelberg.
• Opa’s Engel (Grandpa's Angel) (L’Ange de grand-père) (2002) Paris: Gallimard Jeunesse.
• Aller Anfang (The Very Beginning) By Juerg Schubiger and Franz Hohler (2006) Weinheim: Beltz & Gelberg.



 In scholarly reviews of her work, critics cite her 
skill in relating her novels to one another, while still 
maintaining their individual integrity. Her body 
of work encompasses different facets of human 
experience, and deals with separate topics ranging 
from human rights (The Boy from the Sea) and the 
rejection of war (Wrong Mr. Neuger!; Chocolate 
Time) to divorce, death, and family conflicts 
(Black Coral in the Pocket; The Red Wrath). While 

characters remain the same from 
one novel to another, each novel is 
autonomous and not necessarily a 
sequel or a prequel to others.  She is 
lauded for her ability to write cross-
textually which allows her books to 
re-introduce characters previously 
invented in other books. 
 Loty Petrovits-Andrutsopulou has 
received every major Greek award 
of children's literature. She received 
the 1984 Academy of Athens Prize, 
which is the highest literary award for 
an acclaimed author in Greece, and 
the 1999 State Prize for Children’s 

Literature. Her work has been translated into a 
variety of languages and her books for children have 
sold more than one million copies in Greece. 
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Loty Petrovits-Andrutsopulou was born in Athens 
on August 12, 1937 and studied music, foreign 
languages, and literature. She worked for the 
Intergovernment Committee for Migration for 
27 years prior to making her debut in children’s 
literature in 1973. Since then she has written 60 
books, including 51 for young people, three for 
adults, and five books about children’s literature. 
She has also illustrated several books.
 Her daily contact with homeless 
people, war victims, and needy 
children, as well as her own tragic 
experiences growing up during 
World War II and the Greek Civil 
War, inspired the ideas for many of 
her books. Her themes, although 
drawn from Greek reality and culture, 
are of worldwide importance. 
Profound humanity, compassion, 
respect for cultural diversity, care 
for unprotected children, and 
international understanding are 
the values projected in many of 
her books. While her writing often 
deals with problems familiar to children growing 
up in developing countries, readers anywhere in the 
world can identify themselves in her stories. Her 
body of work promotes ideas that have a universal 
and timeless appeal.

LOTY PETROVITS-
ANDRUTSOPULOU
Greece ★ Author
For me writing is the thing I love to do most. And when I have managed to 
overcome the inherent difficulties of my work, I feel a satisfaction so deep that it 
feels as if it emerges from my very soul.        Loty Petrovits-Andrutsopulou

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Láthos, Kýrie Neuger! (Wrong, Mr. Neuger!) (1989) Athens: Patakis.
• Yoúsouri stin tsépi  (Black Coral in the Pocket) (1994) Athens: Patakis.
• O kókkinos thymós  (The Red Wrath) (2004) Athens: Patakis.
• O kerós tis sokolátas (Chocolate Time) (2007) Athens: Patakis.
• Káthe méra paramýthi, káthe vrády kalinýhta (Every Day a Tale, Every Night Goodnight) Illus. by Maro Alexandrou (2002) Athens: Patakis.



unique, imbuing characters with emotion and 
movement and conveying the subtle atmosphere of 
the story. Perhaps her attention to layout, design, 
and movement is influenced by her work in puppet 
theater productions. Professor Anda Katsiki-
Givalou notes: “the most important thing in 
Diatsenta Parissi’s illustrations is the use of color…
Her pictures have a beautiful, sensitive coloring 

that takes you inside the atmosphere 
of the book. You can see that in the 
expressions of the characters and the 
heroes, be they human or animals. 
Her heroes can ‘move’ and become 
alive.”
 Diatsenta Parissi has also 
been chosen to illustrate school 
anthologies by the Greek Ministry of 
Education and has illustrated many 
educational books and anthologies 
as well, with over 90 titles of all 
kinds to her credit currently. Today, 
she visits schools, showing students 
and teachers the art of illustration 

and puppetry. She has participated in exhibitions 
in Greece and abroad and is a member of the 
Chamber of Fine Arts.
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Diatsenta Parissi was born in Piraeus, Greece in 
1942 and graduated from the Vakalo Institute in 
Athens. There she studied Art History, Stage and 
Costume Design, as well as Graphic Design and 
traditional art techniques. Her teachers -- Tetsis, 
Moshidis, Mitaras, Katraki and the Vacalos -- had 
a great influence on her art. After she finished 
her studies, the "Vacalo" institute gave her a 
year's scholarship to continue her 
studies in drawing and color. She 
then worked in education and in 
the advertising field for a time, 
until her first illustrated book 
was published in 1979. It was a 
time when the children's book 
was flourishing in Greece. Since 
then, she has worked steadily as an 
illustrator of children's textbooks, 
traditional fairy tales, and picture 
books. During this time, she has 
also worked as a stage designer in 
children's television programs and 
designed and created puppet sets 
and handmade puppets. 
 Parissi uses drawing, watercolor, collage, and 
even traditional embroidery and computer-
generated art in her illustrations, depending on 
what the text seems to need. Her use of color is 

DIATSENTA PARISSI
Greece ★ Illustrator

My paintings are “built” following the colors, and the illustration must express 
this in a creative way, not just for guiding the reading, but in giving my view of 
the story through my art.        Diatsenta Parissi

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Tis elias to dakri (The Tear of the Olive Tree) (2005) Athens: Piraeus Bank.
• Posa lei i elia Posa akouei o lagos (Tales of the Olive Tree) By Galateia Grigoriadou-Soureli (2005) Athens: Patakis Editions.
• O kirios Boo (Mr. Boo) By Tasoula Tsilimeni (2008) Athens: Dipticho.
• I Yola me to Baloni (Yola with a Balloon) By Nannina Sakka-Nikolakopoulou (2009) Athens: Livanis.
• I alfavíta ton louloudión (The Alphabet of Flowers) By Zoe Valassi (1997) Athens: Ellinika Grammata.



SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Man harfi daram ke faghat shoma bachcheha bavar mikonid (I Have Things to Say That Only You Children Will Believe) 

(1969) Illus. by Abbas Kiarostami. Tehran: Kanoon. 
• Asb va sib va bahar (Horse, Apple, and Spring) (2001) Illus. by Karim Nasr. Tehran: Entesharat-e Mah Riz.
• Hame-ye an ghayeghha-ye kaghazi (All Those Paper Boats) (2005) Illus. by Abulfazl-e- Hematti Ahui. Tehran: Kanoon.
• Ghesseha-ye pedar bozorg (Stories of the Grandfather) (2008) Illus. by Atiyeh Markazi. Tehran: Ofogh.
• Safar dar shab  (Journey at Night) (Forthcoming) Illus. by Mahkameh Sha‘bani. Tehran: Kanoon.
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Ahamd Reza Ahmadi is considered to be the 
founder of New Wave Poetry by the Iranian Artists’ 
Center and is recognized as a pioneer of surrealism 
in children’s literature in Iran. He was born in 
Kerman in southeastern Iran in 1940. When he 
was seven years old, his family left Kerman to settle 
in the city of Tehran. Ahmadi completed his high 
school education at the celebrated Dar al-Funun. 
As a teenager, he experienced major political 
events such as the rise of nationalism and the 
hope of a democratically elected 
government. His entrance into 
adulthood coincided with the 
rise to power of the clerical 
establishment in Iran led by 
Ayatollah Khomeini. It is safe 
to say that Ahmadi’s poems were 
born, and ultimately survived 
and flourished, despite a climate 
of political turmoil.
 Journey at Night is one of 
Ahmadi’s most powerful works 
and is a story that touches upon 
social themes, referring to peace, 
coexistence, tolerance, and 
collaboration. The fireflies are messengers of peace 
who bring light, knowledge, beauty, and joy. There 
is antagonism between darkness and light, with 
light ultimately overcoming darkness. By selecting 
elements from nature and human life, and mixing 
these together, the author has succeeded in creating 

an atmosphere full of sensory images.
 Dreams and imagination are the two basic 
building blocks in the writing of Ahmadi’s stories. 
Ahmadi creates clashing worlds in which there are 
the juxtaposition of love and hatred and alienation 
and loneliness, ultimately giving way to reunion 
and wholeness, freedom and friendship. Although 
his stories are deeply rooted in Iranian cultural 
traditions, the themes are universal and apply to a 
range of ages and cultures. 

 Ahmad Reza Ahmadi has 
received many awards and 
recognitions for his works, 
including the National Cultural 
and Artistic Award (Bizhan Jalali) 
for Collected Poems in 2006.  
Parvaz dar shab (Flight at Night) 
was nominated by the Children’s 
Book Council as the best story 
on peace at IBBY India in 2009.  
In addition, Ahmadi was recently 
awarded The Flying Pen, a 
prestigious national recognition 
for his contribution to children’s 
literature (2009). His writing 

is thought to be unique in the way he creatively 
combines poetic and prose structures. His poems 
have been translated into many different languages 
including Arabic, Armenian, English, French, 
German, Italian, Japanese, and Korean.

AHMAD REZA AHMADI
Iran ★ Author

I cannot kill a word for the sake of rhythm; I will kill the rhythm itself.
         Ahmad Reza Ahmadi



urban and country life.
 A lifelong native and resident of Ireland Colfer 
has a broad knowledge of Irish history and folklore 
and has incorporated creatures such as fairies, 
dwarves, trolls, and centaurs into the pages of his 
most successful books. His love of Irish legend is 
evident in the Artemis Fowl series, a modern fantasy 
that puts a technological twist on the traditional 

folktale. The series, now including 
six titles, pits Artemis Fowl, a 
12-year-old criminal mastermind 
from North Dublin, against Captain 
Holly Short the first female officer 
of the LEP (Lower Elements Police). 
Witty humor pervades the stories 
along with fast-paced action and 
fully-developed characters.. At the 
present time, Miramax Production 
has purchased the film rights to 
Artemis Fowl with a film in the offing.
 While Colfer is still adding to 
the Artemis Fowl series he has also 
ventured into the genres of science 
fiction, historical writing and graphic 

novels. (The Supernaturalist, 2004, Airman, 2008). 
Eoin Colfer has received many awards for his work, 
and his books have been published in over forty 
languages. 
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Eoin Colfer sees a bit of himself in the characters 
he brings to life. He possesses a sparkle in his eye 
along with the grin of a person who appreciates and 
knows how to infuse his writing with humor and 
imagination. Although humor is embedded in his 
works, he also explores many deep themes. 
 Eoin Colfer was born in Wexford, Ireland on May 
14, 1965. He received his degree from Carysfort 
College of Education in Dublin. He 
was inspired to follow in his father’s 
footsteps as an elementary school 
teacher and had the opportunity 
to spend four years as a teacher in 
Italy, Saudi Arabia and Tunisia. 
Since 2001, Mr. Colfer has been 
a full-time writer, thanks to the 
international success of his beloved 
Artemis Fowl series.
 Benny and Omar (1998), Colfer’s 
first novel, was inspired by his 
experiences in Tunisia. Here he 
explores themes of sibling rivalry, 
racism, poverty and bereavement 
in a book that is both poignant and 
hilariously funny. Benny, a newcomer to a Muslim 
country, develops a relationship with a local boy 
who is orphaned and homeless. We meet Benny 
again back in Ireland in the sequel, Benny and Babe 
(1999), a story that explores gender roles in modern 

EOIN COLFER
Ireland ★ Author

I’m a bit elfin myself.       Eoin Colfer

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Benny and Omar (1998) Dublin: The O’Brien Press.
• Benny and Babe (1999) Dublin: The O’Brien Press.
• The Wish List (2000) Dublin: The O’Brien Press.
• Artemis Fowl (2001) London: Viking.
• The Legend of Spud Murphy, Illus. by Glenn McCoy (2005) London: Puffin.



reflect and create mood, but often help tell the story 
too.
 Lynch excels in drawing a viewer into his work. 
He consistently employs a variety of viewpoints to 
open up the action of a tale and conspires with the 
reader to eavesdrop on conversations and spy on 
characters from above and below as in The Steadfast 
Tin Soldier or by skimming rooftops in The Snow 

Queen. He often uses the gaze 
of a character to highlight the 
dynamics of a relationship. 
 P. J. Lynch’s work has been 
recognized internationally and he 
is the recipient of many awards, 
including two Kate Greenaway 
Medals and three Christopher 
Medals, among others. In recent 
years, Lynch has also designed 
posters for Opera Ireland and the 
Abbey Theatre, as well as several 
sets of stamps for An Post (the 
Irish Postal service), including 
four Christmas issues. In 2006, 
he completed work on two large-

scale murals in oil based on Gulliver’s Travels for the 
new Cavan County Library. Lynch lives in Dublin 
with his wife and three sons.
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P. J. Lynch was born in Belfast, Ireland, in 1962, one 
of five children in a working-class family. Belfast in 
the seventies was violent, and Lynch found escape 
in drawing. He attended Brighton College of Art 
in England where he was taught by Raymond 
Briggs, graduating in 1984. He entered a student 
exhibition that resulted in a collaboration with Alan 
Garner on A Bag of Moonshine, a collection of tales 
from England and Wales. For 
his illustrations, Lynch received 
the Mother Goose Award for 
the “most exciting newcomer 
to British children’s book 
illustration” when the book was 
published in 1986. 
 Lynch is known for his 
meticulous research, storyboard 
planning, and painstaking 
attention to detail. He 
generally draws in pen and 
ink from photographs, then 
adds watercolors and gouache. 
Although his work is realistic, 
it is infused with his own 
perspective. The detail of his work anchors the 
fantasy of the traditional tales he often illustrates. 
Valerie Coghlan notes “Lynch’s use of light to point 
his readers to that which he wishes them to observe 
is a constant feature of his work.” Light and shadow 

P. J. LYNCH
Ireland ★ Illustrator

I hope my work never settles into a recognizable “style.” So long as I am learning, 
my work will always be changing.       P. J. Lynch

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• A Bag of Moonshine. By Alan Garner (1986) London: Collins.
• Catkin. By Antonia Barber (1994) London: Walker.
• The Christmas Miracle of Jonathan Toomey. By Susan Wojciechowksi (1995) London: Walker.
• When Jessie Came Across the Sea. By Amy Hest (1997) London: Walker. 
• A Christmas Carol. By Charles Dickens (2006) London: Walker. 
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Shuntaro Tanikawa was born in Tokyo, Japan 
in 1931, the son of a philosopher and a concert 
pianist. As an only child, he found inspiration in his 
family’s summer home in Karuizawa. The beauty of 
the plants and landscapes would find their way into 
his future works of literature. He began publishing 
his work as a teenager and has devoted much of his 
life to writing for children. He has created over 60 
anthologies of poetry for 
children as well as picture 
books and translations 
of other authors’ books 
including collections of 
Mother Goose rhymes. 
In his work, he seeks to 
educate children about 
the realities of life through 
the use of word play, 
rhythms of language, and 
simplicity of style.
 He is one of the most widely read and highly 
regarded of living Japanese poets, both in Japan 
and abroad, and a frequent subject of speculations 
regarding the Nobel Prize in Literature. Several of 
his collections, including his selected works, have 
been translated into English, and his Floating the 
River in Melancholy, translated by William I. Eliot 
and Kazuo Kawamura, won the American Book 
Award in 1989.  

 He won the Translation Culture Award of 
the Japan Society of Translators in 1975 for his 
translations of Mother Goose. He has also translated 
the works of children’s authors Leo Lionni, Maurice 
Sendak, and John Burningham, to name a few. 
In 1995, he won the Asahi Prize in Japan for his 
achievements. 
 He has col-laborated several times with well-

known lyricist Chris 
Mosdell, including creating 
a deck of cards created in 
the omikuji fortune telling  
tradition of Shinto shrines. 
He also wrote the lyrics 
to the theme song for the 
animated film, “Howl’s 
Moving Castle.”
 Researcher Tian Yuan 
noted that a “poet of 
Shuntaro’s caliber is a rare 

occurrence for any country.” Shuntaro’s abilities 
lie in the fact that he possesses a command of the 
Japanese language that enables him to select and 
manipulate simple and precise words to effectively 
communicate the thoughts about life that he wishes 
to impart to children. 

SHUNTARO TANIKAWA
Japan ★ Author

… it is much easier to write poetry for children than it is to write poetry for 
adults.     Shuntaro Tanikawa

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Kotoba asobi uta (Word Game: Nonsense Pictures and Rhymes) (1973) Tokyo: Fukuinan.
• Mimi wo sumasu (Listening) (1982) Tokyo: Fukuinan.
• Hadaka (Naked) (1988) Tokyo: Chikuma shobo. 
• Ana (Digging the Hole) (1983) Tokyo: Fukuinan.
• Tomodachi (A Friend) (2002) Tokyo: Tamagawa Univ. Press.



countries. He describes Hayashi’s oeuvre, “All of 
her work has been highly praised, but her style is 
rather academic, consistently restrained, modern in 
touch, and unconcerned with fads and fashions…. 
Hayashi is one of very few artists who continues 
to firmly believe in the individuality of her own 
work—not evading the competition, not using the 
back door, not putting on masks or pretenses.”
 Tamura also observes that Hayashi’s picture 

books for babies are 
another noteworthy 
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t . 
“Picture books for babies 
had previously depicted 
mostly things, animals, 
and vehicles of transport; 
some involved various 
games, but few had any 
sort of story. One of 
Hayashi’s achievements 
has been her success at 
creating picture books 
that share with babies the 
experience of turning the 

pages of a simple story.”
 Akiko Hayashi has produced nearly 40 picture 
books that have been translated into more than ten 
languages. Hayashi currently resides in Nagano in 
Japan.
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Akiko Hayashi was born in Tokyo in 1945. 
She graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts of 
Yokohama National University, after which she 
began working as a magazine illustrator. Her first 
children’s book, Hajimete no Otsukai (Mii-chan’s 
First Errand), was published in 1973. Since then 
she has become one of Japan’s leading picture book 
illustrators and authors, receiving numerous awards 
including the Ehon Nippon Award and the Sankei 
Jido Shuppan Bunka 
Award.
 Editor Minoru 
Tamura noted, “Perhaps 
the foremost quality that 
distinguishes Hayashi’s 
picture books is her 
exquisite portrayal of 
human characters. Her 
style is neither overly 
realistic nor cartoonish, 
bringing her characters 
vividly to life for the 
reader. Using delicate 
lines and soft colors, 
she expresses in a child’s slightest gesture or in the 
special way a child expresses feeling with his or her 
whole body, her characters’ subtlest feelings and 
responses.”
 Previous Andersen award winner Mitsumasa 
Anno collaborated with Hayashi on All in a 
Day, along with other artists from eight different 

AKIKO HAYASHI
Japan ★ Illustrator
The more picture books I make, the more I’ve begun to feel we really don’t need to 
project our individuality so much. Our individuality, after all, is just ours—it’s 
finite; while if we can reach for the universal—isn’t that far more sublime?
           Akiko Hayashi

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Hajimete no otsukai (Mii-chan’s First Errand) By Yoriko Tsutsui (1977) Tokyo: Fukuinkan.
• Ofuro daisuki (There’s a Hippo in My Bath) By Kyoko Matsuoka (1982) Tokyo: Fukuinkan.
• Kon to Aki (Aki and the Fox) (1989) Tokyo: Fukuinkan.
• Maho no enogu (Yoshimi’s Magic Colors) 1993) Tokyo: Fukuinkan.
• Majo no takkyubin (Kiki’s Delivery Service, vol. 1) (1985) Tokyo: Fukuinkan.
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Kęstutis Kasparavičius was born in Aukštadvaris, 
Lithuania in 1954. His parents were both teachers 
at a primary school and Kasparavičius remembers a 
bookcase full of books in the classroom. He studied 
at the M. K. Čiurlionis School of Arts in Vilnius. 
He actually began his studies as a choir director, but 
changed his mind and entered the Vilnius Institute 
of Arts (now Academy of Arts) to study graphic 
design where his older brother 
was also a student and assisted 
him with learning the intricacies 
of drawing. 
 Since 1984 Kasparavičius 
has been working steadily as a 
children's book illustrator and 
author and has published 45 books 
with various publishers around 
the world from Japan to Israel to 
Greece to Korea and beyond. His 
books have been translated into 
eighteen languages, and his best-
known titles include Lithuanian 
Fairy Tales (1989) and classics 
such as Pinocchio (1993), The Nutcracker (1998), 
The Little Match Girl (2002), and Saint Valentine 
(2004).
 Kasparavičius’s artistic style is soft and simple, 
with a very distinct and seemingly childlike 

approach to the text. His preferred watercolors 
provide a pleasing palette, inspired by the artwork 
of Beatrix Potter. His work is also known for the 
growing presence of nonsensical elements and 
incredibly absurd situations, quickly becoming 
a hallmark of the artist’s individual style. He also 
portrays the appearance, movement and facial 
expressions of personified animals particularly well, 

and in his illustrations knives, 
forks, and spoons come to life, 
books fly, trees go for a walk, and 
Easter eggs make mischief. 
 Kęstutis Kasparavičius was 
honored as Illustrator of the Year 
at the Bologna Children's Book 
Fair in 1993, and his illustrations 
have been selected for exhibition 
at the fair numerous times. His 
work has also received the Golden 
Pen of Belgrade, the II Diploma 
Premi International Catalonia 
d`Illustracio, Barcelona, and 
Best Lithuanian Children's Book 

award, among other recognitions. He currently 
lives with his wife and four children near Vilnius, 
Lithuania.

KȨSTUTIS KASPARAVIČIUS
Lithuania ★ Illustrator

The best reward – when someone tells you something is beautiful.
               Kęstutis Kasparavičius

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Duck and Kangaroo. By Edward Lear (1992) Esslingen, Germany: Esslinger.
• The Pied Piper of Peru. By Ann Tompert (2002) Honesdale, Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press.
• Silly Stories. (2003) Taipei: Grimm Press.
• The Honest Thief. By Fyodor Dostoevsky (1994) Taipei: Grimm Press.
• Lisa’s Journey. By Paul Maar (1996) Esslingen, Germany: Esslinger.



admitted into the Sistema Nacional de Creadores 
(National System of Creative Artists) in 1994, for 
which he has also been a juror. In 2001 he received 
the Octavio Paz Grant for Poetry, and in 2008 
he was awarded a grant from the Guggenheim 
Foundation. 
 Well-known as a visual artist, Blanco has 
collaborated with his wife, Patricia Revah, to 

incorporate cloth and other 
techniques to combine text 
with images. He also has 
illustrated nearly one hundred 
book covers and many books 
contain his work in collage. 
José Emilio Pacheco, a 
Mexican poet, comments 
that Blanco’s background 
in chemistry, visual artistry, 
jazz, Chinese studies, and 
Zen Buddhism all combine 
to influence the depth and 
breadth of his poetry. 
 Blanco’s work has included 

poetry, essays, and translations. He is the author of 
twenty-six poetry books including four anthologies, 
ten translations of other authors’ work, and twelve 
children’s books. Translations of his work are 
available in a dozen languages and he has received 
acclaim in Mexico and abroad. 
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Alberto Blanco is considered to be one of Mexico’s 
greatest poets. He began his quest to understand and 
create poetry in his late teens. He explains that he 
found himself through poetry. For Blanco, poetry is 
not only a way to express one’s inner landscape but 
also a way to access ideas and thoughts that may 
otherwise never be realized. 
 Born in Mexico City, Mexico in February 
18, 1951, he is seen as a 
Renaissance man versed 
in many areas. In college 
he studied chemistry at 
Universidad Iberoamericana 
and philosophy at 
Universidad Nacional 
Autónoma de México. 
He then a Master of Arts 
in Oriental Studies at El 
Colegio de México. He 
has received many honors 
including  grants from 
Centro Mexicano de 
Escritores (Mexican Center 
of Writers, 1977), el Instituto Nacional de Bellas 
Artes (the National Institute of Fine Arts, 1980), 
and the Fondo Nacional para la Cultura y las 
Artes (National Fund for Culture and Arts, 1990). 
In 1991 he received a grant from the Fulbright 
Program as a poet-in-residence at the University 
of California, Irvine; and in 1992 he was awarded 
a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. He was 

ALBERTO BLANCO
Mexico ★ Author
I have this as a definition for me, or a possible definition- poetry is the other way 
of using language. It’s just that simple. All ways of using language that we know 
constitute one form, and the other is poetry.
         Alberto Blanco

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• La sirena del desierto (The Desert Mermaid) Illus. by Patricia Revah (1992) San Francisco: Children's Book Press. 
• Tambien los insectos son perfectos (Insects Are Perfect Too) Illus. by Diane Radaviciute (1993) Mexico City: Cidcli.
• La estrella de Ángel (Angel's Kite) Illus. by Rodolfo Morales (1998) San Francisco: Children's Book Press.
• Preguntas de Ocotlan (Questions Ocaotlan) Illus. by Rodolfo Morales (2000) Mexico City: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura 

y las Artes Direccion General de Publicaciones.
• Dawn of the Senses: Selected Poems of Alberto Blanco (Bilingual Edition) (2001) San Francisco: City Lights Publishers. 
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Fabricio Vanden Broeck was born in Mexico City in 
1955. He received his design education in Mexico 
and Switzerland, working under fellow Andersen 
nominee, Etienne Delessert. He currently works 
as an editor, illustrator, and design teacher at the 
Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana in Mexico 
City. He illustrates for Reforma, a leading Mexican 
newspaper, and Letras Libres, the leading literary 
magazine in Mexico where 
he is also the illustration 
editor. An accomplished 
artist, Vanden Broeck 
has illustrated more than 
50 books published in 
numerous countries and his 
work has been translated 
into many languages. 
 Vanden Broeck uses a 
variety of techniques in the 
creation of his illustrations - 
from graphic engraving and 
scratchboard techniques, to the painterly, including 
acrylics, color pencil drawing, and watercolors - 
always searching for the best medium to express the 
work’s essence. Not only does his style demonstrate 
a technical evolution, but he has also undergone a 
conceptual one. He integrates many graphic and 
technical elements that highlight Mexican popular 
culture, indigenous imagery, and mythology, and 

also offers a universal view of the texts he illustrates. 
He is cited as one of the first Mexican plastic artists 
concerned with the creation of children’s books as 
a total work. He uses traditional techniques such 
as engraving and serigraphy to illustrate children’s 
books, promoting the value of graphic arts in works 
for children and young adults.
 Vanden Broeck’s illus-trations characteristically 

involve the use of intensely 
colored hues to intensify 
the mood and tone of the 
story. Many of his works rely 
heavily on the use of dramatic 
shading. His art is a visual 
delight, which captures the 
smallest details down to the 
twitching nose of an animal. 
José Luis Cuevas compares 
Vanden Broeck’s style to 
that of Magritte or Odilón 
Rendon.

 Fabricio Vanden Broeck’s work has garnered 
many awards and he has received wide recognition 
for his book illustrations, as well as for his work in 
newspaper design. He has taken part in numerous 
exhibitions, both in Mexico City and abroad.

FABRICIO VANDEN BROECK
Mexico ★ Illustrator

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• My Name is Jorge: On Both Sides of the River. By Jane Medina  (1999) Honesdale, Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press.
• Uncle Rain Cloud. By Tony Johnston (2001) Watertown, Massachusetts: Charlesbridge Publishing.
• The Witch’s Face: A Mexican Tale. By Eric A. Kimmel (1993) New York: Holiday House.
• Under the Breadfruit Tree: Island Poems. By Monica Gunning (1998) Honesdale, Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press.
• Torch Fishing. By Laura E. Williams (2003) Honesdale, Pennsylvania: Boyds Mills Press.



published for the purpose of providing exposure to 
many genres of literature. The Children’s Mobile 
Library won the IBBY Asahi Reading Promotion 
Award in 2006. Due to the fact that there were 
limited copies of books, he would spend several 
days in one location so that the short books could 
be read by many children before he moved on to 
the next location. 

 Several of Jamba’s books 
have received The Best Book of 
Mongolia Award, including Tales on 
Horseback. This book includes nine 
tales which are short but infused 
with philosophical insights. These 
stories take place in different parts 
of Mongolia and they utilize heroic 
characters in a fantasy genre to 
explore the themes of life. Under the 
former political regime children’s 
literature was primarily realistic, 
so Jamba has helped to develop 
children’s imaginations through 
broadening children’s exposure to 

various genres full of rich vocabulary. Some parents 
have criticized the rich vocabulary, although Bulgan 
Batchuluun, a Mongolian Language and Literature 
Lecturer, asserts that a child’s thinking is as spacious 
as his/her vocabulary. Tales on Horseback was 
selected as the best book of 1999 by the Ministry of 
Education and Culture. 
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Dashdondog Jamba was born in 1941. At age 
seventeen, he achieved fame as a children’s writer 
and has published more than seventy books for 
young children of which twenty-four have been 
published abroad. He has translated more than fifty 
books by foreign writers starting with the stories 
of Hans Christian Andersen. He has dedicated 
forty years of his life to providing the children of 
Mongolia with opportunities to 
experience high quality literature. 
For the past twenty years he 
has served as an editor-in chief 
of children’s newspapers and 
magazines in Mongolia. 
 Over the course of his lifetime 
he has witnessed dramatic changes 
in Mongolian life. In 1990 
Mongolia underwent a change in 
government from one-party rule 
to a democracy. These changes 
brought about reforms in all 
spheres of life. Previously, books 
for children were very limited 
and laden with propaganda. Jamba has made it his 
mission to provide Mongolian children with books 
that provide a history of their culture as well as 
philosophical lessons about life.  
 Dashdondog Jamba founded a Mobile Library 
in which he traveled around Mongolia with books 
of his own. He himself paid for these books to be 

DASHDONDOG JAMBA
Mongolia ★ Author
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called Mankind Is a Farce. Later she finds herself 
in the company of actors who become her family. 
The reviewer for NLPVF (Foundation for the 
Production and Translation of Dutch Literature) 
Joke Linders notes that van Gestel examines ideas 
such as the search for God, love, death, and the 
soul and that Mariken is a tribute to “van Gestel’s 
exceptional ability to capture the large view in small 

words.”
 Winterijs (Winter Ice) (2001) tells 
about the friendship between two 
boys who both have experienced loss 
in post-war Amsterdam. Lonely but 
resilient Thomas meets Zwaan, a child 
who lost his parents in the Holocaust. 
This book, which addresses grief and 
the difficulty of fitting into a world 
where differences are not valued, 
appeals to adults as well as child 
readers. Joke Linders commented: 
“The razor-sharp dialogue shows van 
Gestel’s great empathy with the soul 
of a child.” For Winterijs Peter van 

Gestel received three Dutch awards: the Gouden 
Griffel, the Woutertje Pieterse Prize, and the Nienke 
van Hichtum Prize. In 2006 van Gestel received 
the Theo Thijssen Prize, the most important Dutch 
prize for children’s and adolescent literature.
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Peter van Gestel was born in Amsterdam in 1937. 
Writing was as integral to Peter van Gestel’s life 
as eating, sleeping, and breathing; he grew up in 
a family of writers. In addition to writing, theatre 
had a powerful impact on his life, and by the time 
he was eleven he had seen many of the great plays, 
including those of Shakespeare. As a young boy 
he combined these interests by composing his 
own plays. After trying his hand at 
acting with disappointing results, 
he turned to writing as a career. Van 
Gestel made a name for himself as a 
scriptwriter for radio and television 
and as a journalist.  
 At age 42, he debuted as a writer 
of children’s literature and since then 
he has produced at least 20 children’s 
books. He has received numerous 
awards for his body of work. The 
Diaries of Ko Kruier earned van 
Gestel both a Silver Pencil award 
and the Nienke van Hichtum Prize. 
Two of his most esteemed titles are 
Mariken (1991) and Winterijs (2001). Mariken 
is an 8-year-old protagonist of the book with the 
same name. The story takes place during the Middle 
Ages and is inspired by a well-known miracle play 
in which a foundling, Mariken, is raised by an 
eccentric. Mariken learns about life from a book 

PETER VAN GESTEL
Netherlands ★ Author
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dynamics. He uses pen and ink, gouache, and 
watercolor, and has even experimented with 
computer-generated images in his illustrations. 
Critic Bregje Boonstra wrote of Geelen’s work, 
“His works are distinctive for their generous, rather 
rough, pencil-drawn strokes and warm, sunny 
colors. Geelen’s figures are unmistakable. Their 
toddlers’ feet stand firmly on the ground and their 

basic shape is square … Geelen’s 
text is as delicately precise as 
his strokes are nonchalant. The 
toddler’s world, which the author 
evokes in sparsely formulated 
sentences, is based on accurate 
and loving observations … Here 
we have an author who holds his 
young public in such high esteem 
that he wants them to see the joys 
and burdens of the art of writing 
through sparkling sentences and 
unaffected pictures.”
 Geelen has had over 170 
works published in 9 languages, 

many by his wife, author Imme Dros. His works 
have received numerous awards and recognitions, 
including the Silver Slate Pencil and Golden 
Paintbrush.
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Versatile would be a good description of the 
talented Dutch illustrator, Harrie Geelen. Born in 
1939 in Heerlen, Netherlands, Geelen is also a film 
director, animator, songwriter, translator, writer, 
and poet. He spent his high school years at the 
Bernardinus gymnasium in Heerlen and studied 
Dutch language and literature at the University 
of Amsterdam. During this time, he was a cabaret 
performer, together with his 
future spouse, the author Imme 
Dros. 
 For several years Geelen 
worked as a creative director 
at Toonder Studios, designing 
animated films, writing scripts 
and songs, and directing films 
and series such as the successful 
Oebele (1970). He earned several 
Edison awards. Not only did 
television work provide Geelen 
with several meritorious awards, 
it also greatly influenced his 
writing and illustrating. 
 Geelen’s lively sketch-like drawings bring to 
mind images from animated films. His illustrations 
usually begin with black and white link drawings, 
often whimsical and sometimes caricature-like, 
with the addition of color adding expressionistic 

HARRIE GEELEN
Netherlands ★ Illustrator

The only thing you’re allowed to teach children is doubt.
        Harrie Geelen
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and solve art mysteries. Told from the perspective 
of David, the middle child, they end up in places 
like the Doge's Palace in Venice and MOMA (The 
Museum of Modern Art) in New York.
 In a recently acclaimed picture book, What the 
Heart Remembers, Sortand incorporates the art 
of Frida Kahlo. In this fantasy, which takes place 

in Mexico, a little girl whose sister 
is very ill engages in an imaginary 
conversation with a portrait of Frida 
Kahlo; in the process, she comes to 
terms with death, in some measure. 
The collage illustrations by Hilde 
Kramer incorporate motifs from 
Frida Kahlo’s own paintings.
 The Sunburned Mum Who Was 
Traded for Ten Camels (1997) (Den 
solbrente mammaen som blei bytta 
mot ti kamelar) brought the author 
the Aschehoug Prize for the Best 
Children's Novel of the Year. 12 
Things to Be Done Before the End of the 

World (2001) (12 ting som må gjerast rett før verda 
går under) is also a prize-winning novel.
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Author, reviewer, and journalist Bjørn Sortland is 
represented in a number of anthologies, and he 
has also written for radio and television. Born in 
1968 in Svortland of Bømlo in Sunnhordland, he 
was originally trained as a social worker. He studied 
at the Writing Academy in Hordaland and, since 
1998, he has worked as a full-time writer. His 
authorship - which spans literature 
for both children and young adults 
- has won him a variety of national 
and international awards.
 Sortland’s work often incorporates 
themes of art. In his young adult 
novel A Minute of Honesty, seventeen-
year-old Frida is diagnosed with a 
severe eye disease and travels with 
Jakob, a self-proclaimed art geek. 
Sortland is said to “braid art history 
and the couple's odyssey” as they 
find themselves and each other. 
Similarly, art is central to the Art 
Detective Series, in which Sortland 
teams up with illustrator Trond Bredesen to write 
ten mysteries (one each year) that take readers on art 
adventures around the world. The Bergvik family 
(three siblings, a mom who is an art historian, and 
a dad who is a travel writer) trek around the world 

BJØRN SORTLAND
Norway ★ Author
I am concerned that my books should be exciting. It is not easy for me to explain 
exactly what is exciting, but you feel it in your body when it is there; it will 
always be a drive in the text that makes the reader read a little more.
       Bjørn Sortland



energetic sketches and detailed illustrations. His 
meticulous ink drawings with a splash of watercolor 
draw the eye into his cartoon-style illustrations. 
His work has been described as being similar to 
that of Dr. Seuss in style -- clever, manic, often 
humorous and expressive. He has been inspired by 
art nouveau, but also shows hints of American pop-
art and comics in his work.

 In reviewing the second book in 
the Ruffen series, critic Marianne 
Saccardi noted, “it is enlivened 
by humorous cartoon-style 
watercolor and ink illustrations. 
Penguins dive off a South Pole 
serpent's humped tail while 
palm trees grow out of a Tahiti 
monster's head. There are comical 
speech balloons, zany hairdos, and 
a bagpipe-playing Auntie.”
  Thore Hansen has won 
numerous awards for his work, 
including the Culture and Church 
Ministry Award for children 

and young people five times, the Nordic School 
Librarian Association Børnebogspris in 2002 and 
Bokkunstprisen in 2004. In 2007, he was awarded 
the "King Frederick Prize of Honor" of Fredrikstad 
municipality, where he lives and works.
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The Norwegian artist, Thore Hansen, born in 
1942, always dreamed of being an illustrator and 
began drawing as a young child. Hansen studied at 
the Kunstakademiet in Copenhagen and began his 
career in the 1960s among the generation of artists 
that used adult satire in their humorous comics. 
His years as a sailor also clearly manifest themselves 
in his drawings of exotic plants and animals.
 Hansen started working full-
time as an illustrator in 1964. 
Shortly thereafter, he started 
collaborating with Jon Bing, and 
later with Tor Åge Bringsværd. 
This was the beginning of a 
long collaboration as Bing and 
Bringsværd started a science 
fiction boom in Norway, aided by 
the drawings of Thore Hansen. 
 Since his debut short story 
collection for young readers, 
Grimaser (1975), he has published 
nearly 40 books, including the 
popular fantasy books in the 
Forest Land series. His collaboration with Tor Åge 
Bringsværd resulted in the popular Ruffen series that 
has been translated into many languages. Hansen’s 
own three years of sea adventures lent themselves to 
the depiction of the Ruffen’s sea serpent protagonist.
 Hansen’s distinctive artistic style incorporates 

THORE HANSEN
Norway ★ Illustrator

Try everything, never research -- then evaluate.
    Thore Hansen
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 Popov’s childhood experiences with war 
influenced his most famous work, the wordless 
picture book, Why?, first published in Salzburg 
as Warum? The book is widely recommended as a 
starting point for discussion on the ineffectuality of 
war. In simple watercolor illustrations, heightened 
by his usual attention to small, but significant 
details, a battle between mice and frogs is played 

out against a pastoral background. 
The pictures feature non-
threatening characters who when 
put into certain situations, can 
do senseless things. Critics noted, 
“A strong anti-war message and 
lithe, incandescent artwork propel 
this affecting wordless book … 
The Russian artist’s delicate, misty 
watercolors, with their droll animal 
characters and tranquil palette, 
provide a vivid foil to the cautionary 
theme … Even the youngest reader 
will quickly grasp the point of 
Popov’s forceful allegory.”
 Nickolay Popov is a talented 

artist who is skilled in multiple media: illustration, 
painting, and sculpture. He has also worked as an 
animator on many films. Popov’s work has been 
viewed internationally in exhibitions throughout 
the world and is widely respected.
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Nickolay Popov was born in Saratov, Russia in 1938. 
As a boy, Popov dreamed of being a doctor. When 
an illness of his own caused him to be bedridden 
for a year when he was a teen, he began drawing. 
His father saw his talent and was able to get him 
enrolled in an art academy. He became a graphic 
artist, after graduating from the Moscow Printing 
Institute in 1962. Since then he has worked in the 
area of graphic arts, becoming a 
member of the Artists’ Union of 
the Russian Federation in 1967, 
and emerging as one of Russia’s 
most highly regarded picture book 
artists and graphic designers. 
 Popov’s first publication was a 
series of lithographs for an edition 
of the classic story Robinson Crusoe, 
published in 1974. This was 
followed by art for an illustrated 
edition of a collection of Arabian 
Nights fairy tales. Popov has since 
created illustrations to accompany 
many folk and fairy tale collections 
from many different countries. 
His complex style reveals the touch of a master 
engraver and etcher. His street scenes and rural 
views, beautiful women and misbehaving children, 
strolling musicians and circus acrobats channel 
the pedagogical thread derived from the Russian 
artistic tradition.

NICKOLAY POPOV
Russia ★ Illustrator
It seems to me that if children can understand the senselessness of war, if they can 
see how easily they can be sucked into a cycle of violence, they may become a force 
for peace in the future...

Nickolay Popov
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fostered by his mother’s participation in amateur 
theatre productions. Tales of his grandparents’ travels 
also inspired his imagination. He has been praised 
for his keen insights into children’s perspectives 
and their unique and important place in society. 
Kveta Slobodníková says that for Uličiansky, “a 
child is not just an object of upbringing, education, 
training, nourishing, etc., but primarily a human 

being longing for spiritual 
union with others and desiring 
support in resolving seemingly 
commonplace problems.”
 According to literary reviewer 
Zuzana Stanislavova, “his 
characters of dummies sculpted 
of pure snow are stylized 
models of human nature and 
human traits. The stories are 
to argue against human short-
sightedness, vanity, and narrow-
mindedness that people use 

in their mutual relationships and also in their 
relationship to nature.” To date, Ján Uličiansky has 
won ten awards and his books have been translated 
into Czech, Russian, and German. 
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Ján Uličiansky is a central figure in the world of 
children’s literature in the Slovak Republic. He 
was awarded Slovakia’s highest commendation 
for children’s literature in 1998- the prize of The 
Triple Rose - for his artistic, ethical, and aesthetic 
contribution to literature. His work began with 
artistic studies. He started at the Academy of the 
Performing Arts of Prague majoring in dramaturgy 
and stage direction, graduating 
in 1979. This education 
would lead him to work in 
the Košice Puppet Theatre as 
a director and to be the Head 
Script editor for children’s 
programming at Slovak 
Radio in Bratislava. One of 
his most recent fairy tales, 
Kocúrna kolieskových korčuliach 
(Puss on Skates), which was 
published in 2006, was later 
adapted to the stage. In 2008, 
Uličiansky directed the stage adaptation for the 
Slovak National Theatre’s Repertory. This endeavor 
brought him full circle into the arena in which his 
work began.  
 Ján Uličiansky was born in Bratislava, Slovakia in 
1955. His childhood experiences would influence 
his future work in the arts. His imagination was 

JÁN ULIČIANSKY
Slovak Republic ★ Author
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Peter Uchnár was born in Sobrance, Slovakia 
in 1970. He first studied at the High School of 
Applied Arts, Košice, and then transferred to 
Bratislava’s Academy of Fine Arts, Department of 
Printmaking, under the direction of Dušan Kállay. 
From1999 to 2002 he worked as a teacher at the 
Academy of Fine Arts. Currently he lives and 
works in Pezinok, Slovakia, where he is engaged in 
printmaking, painting, and book 
illustration.
 His illustrations have been 
used in books, stamps, and the 
traveling international Cow Parade 
art exhibit. He is best known 
for his meticulous illustrations 
of European myths and legends. 
Uchnár’s imaginative paintings 
and graphics are delicately drawn 
with an emphasis on the tiniest 
of details, using the technique of 
creating miniatures made with fine 
paintbrushes. His muted pastels 
with softened contours beautifully 
complement the mystical legends of the past. His 
art conveys the changing moods of the writer’s 
story, guiding newer readers in understanding 
the depth of the story being told, yet there is an 
openness to interpretation which also appeals to the 
more mature reader.

 In the center of the pictures, there is always a 
monstrous object; and then there are minute 
characters inconspicuously put into the object, as 
if the author were putting onomatopoeia into his 
images. Each of such “pieces” has its own face, its 
own character, as well as its special functionality. 
Each of them performs a certain role within the 
composition. The painter’s virtuosity, the sense 

of detail and composition, the 
surrealistic dreaminess and fantasy, 
the emotional impact of deep colors 
– all of this is reflected in shimmering 
effects of light and shadow, in 
the depth of the perspective, and 
oftentimes in decorative undertones 
to the pictures, as in Veľká kniha 
slovenských rozprávok (The Great 
Book of Slovakian Fairy Tales). 
Uchnár’s illustrations seem to have 
the mysteriousness of fairyland 
encoded in them; they show respect 
for the story and add grace to any 
spectacle. 

 Peter Uchnár’s work has won many awards 
including multiple citations as “The Most Beautiful 
Book of Slovakia,” the Golden Apple at the Biennial 
of Illustration Bratislava, and the International 
Golden Pen award, among others.

PETER UCHNÁR
Slovak Republic ★ Illustrator
I think that the illustrator would decide to read the text for more than knowing 
only the approximate content.         Peter Uchnár
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written poetry for adults, many of his readers have 
read his poetry throughout their lives. For decades, 
Pavček   has visited children in their schools and 
libraries as part of the Slovene reading movement. 
His dedication to the young has extended to 
Slovene families who live in European countries.
 Pavček’s audience includes adolescents and with 
his book Majnice (May Poems) he attempts to 

invite dialogue. He utilizes language 
that appeals to this age group, 
including the slang of the times. He 
writes of subjects that interest them 
including love, communication and 
growing up. This book won the 
Vecernica Award for the best Slovene 
original book for youth in 1996. In  
his writing, Pavček seeks to show the 
value of poetry in an age of electronic 
communication. 
 Tone Pavček has received eleven 
awards for his work. In 2003, he 
was presented the Levstik Lifetime 

Achievement Award.  
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Tone Pavček believes that all people should persevere 
in the face of doubts. He himself has certainly 
persevered in a career that has spanned over fifty 
years. In celebration of his eightieth birthday in 
2008 he was visited by his readers and feted by 
cultural and political leaders. This was followed in 
2009 by the president of Slovenia, Dr. Danilo Turk, 
bestowing on him The Golden Order of Freedom 
of the Republic of Slovenia. This 
award was a culmination of Pavček’s 
contributions to his native country. 
 Pavček has been a prodigious 
author in Slovenia. He has written 
twenty-six poetry collections for 
children and sixteen collections 
for adults. He also has written for 
the adolescent age group. He is 
also an esteemed essayist and has 
translated Russian poetry. His 
own poetry has been translated 
into Russian, Serbian, Czech, 
Macedonian, Croatian, Georgian, 
and Azerbaijanian.  
 He has been an influential force in creating 
readers in Slovenia. His poems are read by the very 
young and their families, and since he has also 

TONE PAVČEK
Slovenia ★ Author
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telling of the story. Her expressionistic style uses 
color to create mood, often with monochromatic 
washes of blue or gold or orange. Added to that 
is her distinctive use of precise and tiny details to 
create humor or add fantastical elements. Finally, 
her depiction of landscapes is also a distinctive 
hallmark of her illustrations, particularly the hilly 
fairytale landscape or the use of diagonal lines to 

create tension and symbolism.
 Many of the books she has 
collaborated on have been 
translated into French, German, 
Italian, Hungarian, Czech, Slovak, 
Macedonian, and other languages. 
Godec has illustrated nearly 120 
books for children over the last five 
decades, as well as contributing to 
children’s and youth magazines, 
especially Ciciban and Kekec, and to 
several major television programs. 
Her work has been displayed in 
thirty exhibitions and Godec has 
won several awards including the 

Levstikova Award and the Hinko Smrekar Lifetime 
Achievement Award.
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Ančka Gošnik Godec was born 1927 in Celje, 
Slovenia. Her childhood mountain surroundings 
still influence her artwork today. She studied 
painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Ljubljana. 
After graduation, she began her post-graduate study 
of graphics with Bozidar Jakac and also attended 
advanced courses in Paris. She currently lives and 
works in Ljubljana. 
 Ančka Gošnik Godec is known 
for her illustrations of fairy and folk 
tales, both Slovenian and foreign. 
She herself noted, “Because I 
spent all my childhood holidays 
with my grandma and aunts in 
Bohinj, I got to know all the folk 
tales, the sad ballads, the merry 
songs, and the witty stories of ages 
ago. What attracts me is that they 
are both wise and cunning. As a 
child, I was frightened by Pehta, 
the werewolves, witches, and evil 
little gnomes … These beings do 
not scare me anymore, of course, 
because I can draw them up for myself any time I 
want. Serves them right. Shlick-shlack.” 
 Her illustrative style is easily recognized by her 
intimate characterizations and color palette. Using 
both rich colors and black-and-white drawings, 
she creates details that lend themselves to the 

ANČKA GOŠNIK GODEC
Slovenia ★ Illustrator
Nature gives me back peace; it teaches and heals me. I can always admire it: 
clouds, mountains, the world under water, the sea, grass, flowers. Even in the city, 
I can stand and stare at the trees in any time of the year. My work is very much 
connected to nature.        Ančka Gošnik Godec
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Prolific author Jordi Sierra i Fabra was born in 
Barcelona, Spain in 1947. With over 200 titles 
published and seven million books sold, many of 
which are translated and published internationally, 
he is one of the most widely-read writers in Spain. 
His popularity is demonstrated by his inclusion on 
the Ministry of Education’s list as one of the 10 
most read authors by students between 12 and 16 
years of age. However, he is not just 
popular among young adults. His 
work has an appeal that spans the 
ages from children and young adults 
to adults.
 Additionally, he demonstrates 
amazing versatility in his ability to 
write across genres. He published 
his first book when he was 25 and 
has tried his hand at science fiction, 
mystery novels, intrigue, humor, 
fantasy, poetry, and biographies, 
as well as realistic literature. His 
realistic fiction deals with relevant 
and sometimes uncomfortable 
topics. His goal is to hold up a mirror to his readers 
in which they can see their own reflection. Victoria 
Fernández, Director of CLIJ magazine, characterizes 
his style as “clean, direct, and frank.” She attributes 
his appeal to his skill in creating books that are 
“easy to read and emanate a special sincerity that 

captivates the adolescent reader.” 
 Jordi Sierra i Fabra has been the recipient of 
numerous literary awards. Some of these awards 
include the Premio Protagonista Jove (Young 
Protagonist Prize) for the best book of the year 
(2005) in Catalonia for A l'altra banda del mirall 
(On the Other Side of the Mirror), and for the best 
book of the year in Catalonian (2008) for Kafka i 

la la niña que se´n va anar de viatge. 
In 2007 he won the most prestigious 
award in Spain, The National 
Award to Children and Youngster's 
Literature, for Kafka y la muñeca 
viajera (Kafka and the Travelling 
Doll).

JORDI SIERRA I FABRA
Spain ★ Author
… I am unconventional, a sniper, not easily classifiable, difficult to put a label 
to and an individualist, and that is the way I like it … I hate being categorized. 
That’s why I always take an unmarked position and say I am nothing but a 
storyteller.     Jordi Sierra i Fabra

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Aydin (1994) Barcelona: Edebé. 
• Campos de fresas (Strawberry Fields) (1997) Madrid: Ediciones SM.
• Material sensibile: Cuentos crueles (Sensitive Matter: Cruel Accounts) (2005) Madrid: Ediciones SM.
• El soldado y la niña (The Soldier and the Little Girl) Illus. by Mabel Piérola) (2003) Barcelona: Ediciones Destino, SA. 
• La casa vieja (The Old House) Illus. by Philip Stanton (2007) Barcelona: Destino Infantil & Juvenil.
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: SPAIN

Xan López Domínguez was born in 1957, in Hugo, 
Galicia, a province of Spain. As a child, he enjoyed 
“playing on paper,” but had no formal art training. 
After graduating with a degree in Art History at the 
University of Santiago de Compostela, he began 
by illustrating textbooks. In 1979 he founded, 
together with Fran Jaraba and Migelanzo Prado, the 
Collective Group of Comics Xofre, and published 
what is now considered the first 
fanzine in Galicia, an influential 
publication. Currently, he has 
illustrated more than 300 books 
for publishers in many countries 
and continues to produce 
designs and illustrations for 
fairs, posters, promotions, and 
campaigns. In fact, the poster for 
the 2010 IBBY Congress was his 
creation. 
 Domínguez is considered 
a pioneer in contemporary 
children’s literature in Spain and 
one of the first to illustrate his 
own texts. His early work in comics influenced his 
lush, caricature-like style, but lately his style has 
evolved into a more minimalistic one. He still uses 
strong strokes to create his illustrations, but does 
not feel the need to fill every space. 

 Xavier Senín characterizes Dominguez’s 
illustrations this way: “He draws the human shape 
with bold strokes to which he applies deceptively 
simple alterations, a dot for eyes, a curve for the 
mouth, elongated limbs. He reveals the variety of 
the human experience with surprising economy 
of expression, in impossible positions, twisted, 
flying, stretching to heaven or walking in space. 

He plays with the position of the 
different characters and elements, 
sometimes heaped together to 
give a feeling of movement, of 
dynamism, a balanced baroque 
style in which the character is at 
the center.” 
 Xan López Domínguez’s 
work has been recognized with 
many awards and honors and 
has appeared in exhibitions 
in Bologna, Munich, Rome, 
Barcelona, Tokyo, London, and 
beyond. He has influenced many 
of Spain’s emerging illustrators of 

books for children and young adults. 

XAN LÓPEZ DOMÍNGUEZ
Spain ★ Illustrator

Sometimes my lost stories come out and take flight, stories that sleep in me.
         Xan López Domínguez

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Voices in the Lagoon of Espantallo (1983) Vigo: Galaxia.
• The Great Thunderer. By Gloria Sanchez (1998) Vigo: Xerais.
• A History of Three Porquinos. By the Universidad de Santiago de Compostela (2005) Vigo: Xerais.
• The Three Pigs Story. By Joseph Jacobs (2003) Madrid: Grupo Anaya Commercial.
• Seven House, Seven Witches and One Egg (2000) Madrid: Ediciones sm.



 Reviewers note that his books can be hilarious 
while at the same time grim (Bagar Bengtsson/The 
Book about Bengtsson the Baker). He addresses 
existential issues that speak to both child and adult 
(Bananbok/The Banana Book and Ägget/The Egg) 
and is known for taking his readers on adventurous 
travels (Kanaljen i Seraljen/Rascal in the Castle, 
Fabel från Babel/The Fable from Babel and Sand i 

sandalerna /Sandin the Sandals).
 Lennart Hellsing has received 
numerous awards spanning 
decades, including the Samfundet 
De Nio stora pris (The Nine 
Society Grand Prize) in 1987 
and the Astrid Lindgren’s Värld-
stipendiet (The World of Astrid 
Lindgren Award) in 1998. As a 
birthday gift to the ninety-year-old 
Hellsing, The Swedish institute for 
Children’s Books established a new 
prize - The Lennart Hellsing Prize. 
Hellsing conveyed what poetry 
means to him when he requested 

that this prize be given “To a person who knows 
that without poetry language is without life and life 
is without flowers.”

AUTHOR NOMINEE: SWEDEN
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Lennart Hellsing was born in June 5, 1919, in 
Västanfors in Fagersta.  He is considered Sweden’s 
grand old man of children’s literature. He is 90 
years old - or perhaps 90 years young as he is still 
active in creating delightful poetry; his latest book 
was published in May 2009, Little Brother and 
Night-time. 
 He has had a tremendous impact on Swedish 
children’s literature, as writer, 
translator, critic, and promoter 
for research in children’s 
literature. Since his debut in 1945 
he has published more than 60 
books, often in cooperation with 
extraordinary artists. 
 He is considered an "out-
standing poet" in the field of 
humor and nonsense writing. His 
poems are playful and, at times, 
playfully shocking and refreshing. 
He is a master of rhyme, rhythm, 
puns, and alliteration. His work 
has been translated into at least 
twelve languages, yet translations don’t capture the 
genius of his work in its original form. His work is 
considered child-like but not childish in a way that 
always honors and respects children. 

LENNART HELLSING
Sweden ★ Author

All pedagogical art is bad art, but all good art is pedagogical.
     Lennart Hellsing

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Summa Summarum (Summa Summarum) Illus. by Poul Ströyer (1950/1956/1966/1977/2009) Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren.
• Kanaljen i Seraljen (The Rascal in the Palace) Illus. by Sven Erixson, Randi Fisher, Lars Gunnar Holmquist, Roland Kempe, 

Stig Lindberg, Egon Möller-Nielsen, Stellan Mörner, Endre Nemes, Olle Olsson-Hagalund, Karl-Axel Pehrson, Erik Prytz, 
Armand Rossander och Uno Wallman (1956/1989) Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren.

• Sjörövarbok (The Pirate Book) Illus. by Poul Ströyer. (1965) Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren.
• Boken om Bagar Bengtsson (The Book about Bengtsson the Baker) Illus. by Poul Ströyer (1966) Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren.
• Bokbok eller en boktoks tokbok (Book-book or A book-fool’s fool-book) Illus. by Marianne Enquist (1987) Stockholm: Rabén & Sjögren.



soft lines and varied shades of colors, she creates 
characters that widely appeal to children, usually 
from the child’s point of view. Difficult subjects, 
such as the death of a grandparent, are accompanied 
by soothing, gentle illustrations. 
 Tidholm has created another following with 
her books for very early childhood, beginning 
with Knock! Knock! Knock!, a book with doors that 

encourage the child to become part 
of the storytelling experience. These 
stories allow even infants to have 
early interaction with literature and 
establish an on-going relationship 
with reading and books.
 Anna-Clara Tidholm has created 
and collaborated on more than 
50 children’s books and has also 
illustrated for children’s television. 
She has won numerous awards 
including the Elsa Beskow plaque, 
Expressen’s Heffaklump, and the 
Deutscher Jugendliteraturpreis, 
among many others. Her picture 

books have been translated into many languages. 
Tidholm lives in Arbrå, Hälsingland in northern 
Sweden, where she also keeps hens and sheep.

ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: SWEDEN
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Swedish illustrator and author Anna-Clara Tidholm 
was born in 1946 in Stockholm, Sweden. As an 
illustrator, she is self-taught and for over forty years 
she has created art for children’s books, animated 
films, exhibitions, magazines, posters, and cartoons.
 She studied literature at university and worked 
as a journalist before turning to drawing. Her first 
illustrated books were, on the one hand, politically 
critical in a manner typical of the 
period and, on the other hand, 
retellings of fairy tales such as 
Jätten och ekorren (The Giant 
and the Squirrel), Sagan om osten 
(Tale of the Cheese), Korven (The 
Sausage), Pojken och hans ulliga 
får (The Boy and his Woolly 
Sheep). Her breakthrough work 
was the still avant-garde picture 
book Åkeboken (The Åke Book), 
published in 1983 and written in 
collaboration with her husband 
Thomas Tidholm, a poet and 
musician.
 Anna-Clara Tidholm expands on the child’s 
perspective through a naïve style, as a child might 
draw, but often tackles difficult, sensitive subject 
matter with dark psychological undertones. 
Tidholm primarily uses watercolor, crayons, and 
colored pencils to create her illustrations. Using 

ANNA-CLARA TIDHOLM
Sweden ★ Illustrator
A good book functions both with adults and children. The reading is a superior 
manner for children and adults to have fun together.
        Anna-Clara Tidholm

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Knock! Knock! Knock! (1992) Stockholm: Alfabeta Bokförlag AB.
• The Rabbit Who Longed for Home. By Lilian Edvall (2001) Stockholm: R & S Books.
• Ture Sits Looking. (1996) Stockholm: Alfabeta Bokförlag AB.
• Good-bye Mr. Muffin. By Ulf Nilsson (2002) Stockholm: Bonnier Carlsen Bokförlag AB.
• Läsa bok. (Read a Book) (1999) Stockholm: Alfabeta Bokförlag AB.
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Born in 1941 in French Switzerland, Etienne 
Delessert took refuge at a young age in the world of 
books. Gustave Doré, Grandville, Arthur Rackham, 
Beatrix Potter, along with Samivel, Béatrice Appia, 
and Feodor Rojankovsky, and, on a different level, 
Walt Disney, Hergé, and Pellos, made up the 
essential aesthetic nourishment of his childhood. 
 At the age of 18, Delessert 
began working in a graphic arts 
studio in Lausanne, Switzerland. 
Then, he went on to Paris for three 
years where he learned, as the art 
director of two Parisian magazines, 
Formidable and Mademoiselle, how 
to communicate ideas, how to 
visualize concepts, and, later, how 
to tell a story through images. 
 In a notable career spanning five 
decades, Delessert has illustrated 
more than eighty books, some 
translated into 14 languages, with 
more than four million copies sold 
worldwide - from his groundbreaking The Endless 
Party, created in the 1960s, to his influential 
collaborations with Eugene Ionesco (Story Number 
One) and Jean Piaget (How The Mouse...). He has 
produced animated segments for Sesame Street and 
his adult illustrations have appeared in popular 
magazines and newspapers. His sculptures are on 

ETIENNE DELESSERT
Switzerland ★ Illustrator
Working on a children's book is like working on a film, with large scenes and 
many details. I came to be a children's book illustrator not necessarily because 
they were books for children, but because they were picture books.
               Etienne Delessert

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• The Endless Party. With Eleonore Schmid (1967) New York: H. Quist.
• Ashes, Ashes (1990)  New York: Stewart, Tabori & Chang.
• Dance (1994) North Mankato, MN: Creative Editions.
• Who Killed Cock Robin? (2004) North Mankato, MN: Creative Editions.
• Big and Bad (2008) Boston: Houghton Mifflin Books for Children.

display all over the world.
 Delessert’s contributions to the world of 
children’s literature have garnered him many 
honors, including prizes from the International 
Children’s Book Fair in Bologna, thirteen gold and 
a dozen silver medals from the American Society of 
Illustrators, and the Golden Plaque d’Or, Bratislava, 

among others.
 Denise von Stockar notes that 
“Delessert has created a surpri-
sing universe–effortlessly bringing 
together chaos and order, the bizarre 
and the familiar, the grotesque and 
the friendly, the serious and the 
joyous. His universe, with inventive 
images and dramatic storytelling, is 
painted in magical colors—slightly 
sweet or very acid—and is filled 
with strange characters and animals 
with enigmatic eyes.” 
 Along with Maurice Sendak, 
Tomi Ungerer, and Leo Lionni, 

Etienne Delessert was part of the avant-garde 
movement of the 1960s and 1970s that changed 
the face of children’s literature. Still an innovator, 
he is now the manager of Ricochet-jeunes.org, 
a prestigious Internet site covering all aspects of 
French children’s books. Delessert now makes 
Connecticut his home in the USA. 



and the size and length of paragraphs are important 
elements that make a text understandable and 
appealing to children. Moreover, humor is seen as a 
way to facilitate learning as well as a way to engage 
children in reading. 
 While humor is important, İzgü does not 
discount realism. He believes that the subject of a 
child’s book should reflect the reality of society. In 

Flew, Flew, Ali Flew Away (2000), 
he discusses the phenomenon 
of Turkish workers migrating to 
Europe to find work. The boy Ali is 
left behind with his grandmother, 
and the story tells of his emotional 
pain and his yearning for his 
mother. He blames the Germans 
for taking his parents away from 
him.   
 Between 1977 and 1997, 
Muzzaffer İzgü received several 
awards for his work. These include 
the Turkish Language Society Tale 
Award, the Istanbul International 

Children Books Fair championship award, the 
Bulgaria Gold Porcupine Award, and the TÖMER 
(Turkish Teaching Center) Most Successful 
Children’s Books Competition second place award.

AUTHOR NOMINEE: TURKEY
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Muzaffer İzgü was born on October 29, 1933 in 
poverty in Adana, Turkey; in his own words he was 
a “working all the time” child. He worked at various 
jobs including washing dishes, waiting on tables, 
and selling lemonade, while going to school. His 
childhood experiences encouraged him to desire 
a teaching career. He graduated from Diyarbakir 
Primary Teacher Training School and worked as a 
classroom teacher for many years. 
Eventually, he became a teacher at 
a middle school.
 In 1959 he began his writing 
career by writing adult-oriented 
short stories and essays.  In the 
1970s, he began writing children’s 
books, and in recent years has 
written exclusively for children. 
He is a prolific writer, having 
produced 113 works, 68 of which 
are children’s books. 
 Muzaffer İzgü feels a heavy 
responsibility in writing books 
for children. For İzgü children’s 
literature serves as a bridge to adult literature and 
must be written carefully in order to build a life-long 
love of literature and reading. The role of language 
and humor are key elements in his work. The 
choice of words, the title, the length of sentences, 

MUZAFFER İZGÜ
Turkey ★ Author
A society that has no child reader, does not have adult readers; the reader will be 
trained and so will gain the habit of reading.
       Muzaffer İzgü

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Bread and Butter (1979) Ankara: Bilgi Publishing. 
• Cherry Girl (1991) Ankara: Bilgi Publishing.
• Forest of Children (1998) Ankara: Bilgi Publishing.
• Flew, Flew, Ali Flew Away (2000) Ankara: Bilgi Publishing.
• Ataturk Atatürk'ü Gördüm (2008) Ankara: Bilgi Publishing.



and the U.S.A. Her books have appeared in Turkish, 
English, German, French, Dutch, Surinam, and 
Arabic. Her art works are also in many important 
collections such as Chihiro Museum in Tokyo and 
the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. 
 Can Göknil primarily uses watercolors in her 
illustrations for children’s books because of “the 
purity and spontaneity of the technique.” However, 

she is also a gifted artist in the 
use of ink drawing, ceramics, 
printmaking, and woodworking. 
For her, mythology is one of the 
richest and most universal of 
sources for an artist. Her work has 
won numerous awards including 
the Jenny Smelik Kiggenprijs, 
the Preschool Literature Award 
of Children’s Foundation of 
Istanbul, and the Jury’s Award 
for Illustration, Master Cup 
International Cartoon & 
Illustration Biennial, in Beijing, 

China, among others.
 Can Göknil works and lives in Istanbul with her 
husband and son and still makes school visits to 
share her work with young children. 
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ILLUSTRATOR NOMINEE: TURKEY

Born in Ankara, Turkey in 1945, Can Göknil 
grew up in Ankara during a time when there were 
virtually no books for children published. She was 
entertained by her Anatolian nanny, who told folk 
tales, riddles, and rhymes, and introduced Göknil to 
the myths of her culture. Göknil draws inspiration 
from these ancient tales in both her writing and art.
 After graduating from the Fine Arts Department 
of Knox College (Illinois, 
USA) in 1968, she received her 
Master of Arts degree in 1969 
from The City College of the 
City University of New York, 
School of Fine Arts. She stayed 
in New York and began work as 
a commercial artist. She spent 
her lunch hours in bookstores. 
One day, she came across 
Leo Leonni’s Frederick and 
recognized the power of art and 
text, particularly when directed 
at young children. 
 Göknil’s first published children’s book, Kirpi 
Masali (The Porcupine’s Story) was also Turkey’s first 
picture storybook, followed by many first readers. 
A pioneer in creating children’s picture books for 
preschoolers in her native Turkey, Göknil has also 
been published in Germany, Holland, Switzerland, 

CAN GÖKNIL
Turkey ★ Illustrator
I’ve always wanted each picture to add a new dimension to the page or to the 
book itself. Acquainting children with art and literature at an early age enables 
them to build up their capacity for multiple interpretations, so that they can see 
things in more ways than one. Pictures in a book can have a lifelong influence on 
a child.    Can Göknil

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Kirpi Masali (The Porcupine’s Story) (1973) Istanbul: Redhouse Press.
• Küçük Olmak (Being Small) (1987) Frankfurt: Dağyeli Verlag.
• Kurtcugun Hayvan Bilmeceleri (Who Is There?) (2004) Istanbul: Bartok Yayınevi.
• Komşu Teyzenin Kedileri (Neighbor’s Cats) (1993) Amsterdam: Averroés Stichting.
• Kuyruksuz (No tail?) (2006) Istanbul: Can Çocuk Yayınları.



and contributed articles in journals. She has been 
involved in other reading promotion activities such 
as organizing reading tents and exhibitions, to 
mention but a few. She has been hosted at local, 
national, and regional functions that are held at 
various schools and clubs, as well as at community 
centres both in Uganda and abroad. 

 Renowned as an author, Barongo 
has written and published books in 
English and in Runyoro, her mother 
tongue, in Uganda and abroad. One 
of her books has been translated 
into several languages in Africa and 
Europe. Her books have won several 
awards in the book community 
at local and international levels, 
including The NABOTU Children’s 
Author of the Year (in 2004 and 
2008). Evangeline Ledi Barongo has 
now retired from active civil service 
but runs a bookshop in Hoima and 
continues to write for children and 

stay involved in reading promotion activities.
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AUTHOR NOMINEE: UGANDA

Born in the western Uganda district of Hoima, 
Evangeline Ledi Barongo trained as a nursery nurse 
and worked for one year as a nursery teacher in 
England. Earning a Diploma in Library Science, at 
Bayero University, Kano, Nigeria, she later became 
a Librarian at Bayero University in Nigeria before 
returning to Uganda in 1986 to work with the 
Uganda Public Libraries Board, 
running a children’s library service 
in the capital city of Kampala. In 
1991, she was a beneficiary of a 
scholarship that enabled her to 
make a two month study visit to 
the International Youth Library in 
Munich. 
 Barongo is a founding member 
of the Uganda Children’s Writers 
and Illustrators Association 
(UCWIA) and member of the 
Reading Association of Uganda 
(RAU), and the Uganda Library 
and Information Association 
(ULIA). She has also served on the board of the 
National Book Trust of Uganda (NABOTU) since 
its formation in 1997. She has attended conferences, 
delivered scholarly papers at several conferences 
that are connected with young people and reading, 

EVANGELINE LEDI BARONGO
Uganda ★ Author

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Mother Bat, Ma-kite and Other Stories (1994) Kisumu, Kenya: Lake Publishers & Enterprises. 
• Lazy Crocodile and Wise Monkey. Illus. by Justin Osupelem (1998) Kampala: Uganda: Monitor Publications.
• Kaheru the Orphan. Illus. by Kasagga Jude (2002) Kampala, Uganda: Uganda Children’s Writers and Illustrators Association. 
• Greedy Monkey Loses a Best Friend. Illus. by Kasagga Jude (2004) Kampala, Uganda: Uganda Children’s Writers and 

Illustrators Association. 
• How Hare Became King. Illus. by Kasagga Jude (2008) Kampala, Uganda: Uganda Children’s Writers and Illustrators Association. 



allowing each to soar into a world of self-discovery.
 Skellig and Almond’s subsequent work have 
received international acclaim and been the subject 
of academic study. He has published ten more 
novels for young people and a children’s play, Wild 
Girl, Wild Boy.  Other novels have been adapted 
for the stage, TV and film. His characters display 
youthful imagination and creativity as they actively 

engage in the natural and social world 
around them. Adults are depicted as 
sources of love and stability, but it 
is the young people who make their 
own choices and discover who they 
are themselves.  
 David Almond’s work has a 
universal resonance and appeal. 
While grounded in everyday 
backgrounds and experiences, the 
characters are drawn to amazing 
revelations and often to mysterious 
events or surreal creatures. Almond’s 
penchant for illustrating truth 
through contradiction continues to 

be woven through his stories: melding the personal 
with the global, making distant terror immediate, 
and finding hope from despair.
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David Almond was born in 1951 in the northeast 
part of England.  The product of a stable, Roman 
Catholic family, his childhood was marred by the 
death of an infant sister and the premature death of 
his father. He draws on these experiences to create 
the thread that runs through his writing; i.e., life 
brings us through a succession of contrasts: good 
and evil, hope and despair, struggle and triumph, 
wonder and doubt. His books are 
filled with the language, landscape, 
and history of northeastern England, 
a place where real and imaginary 
characters and real and imaginary 
places co-exist.
 Almond was educated at local 
schools in Felling and Sunderland 
and at St. Joseph’s Catholic 
Grammar School in Hebburn. 
He studied English and American 
Literature at the University of East 
Anglia and worked for some time 
as a teacher in a primary school in 
Gateshead. His early work spoke 
to an adult audience, but with the novel Skellig 
(1998), he discovered a new audience and a new 
voice. Skellig is the story of a dirty, homeless creature 
who is discovered by two children who protect and 
nurture him. They draw power from each other, 

DAVID ALMOND
United Kingdom ★ Author
Growing up . . . involves coming to terms with a world in which reality and 
myth, truth and lies, turn about each other in a creative dance, as they always 
have and always will.
      David Almond

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• Skellig (1998) London: Hodder Children’s Books.
• The Fire Eaters (2003) London: Hodder Children’s Books.
• Clay (2005) London: Hodder Children’s Books.
• Jackdaw Summer (2008) London: Hodder Children’s Books.
• The Savage. Illus. by Dave McKean (2008) London: Walker Children’s Books.



a book illustrator began to grow, and by the 1970s 
his work was much in demand. His watercolors 
over pencil drawings simultaneously combine the 
humorous and the slightly menacing, the luminous 
and the grittily realistic, an unusual but appropriate 
mixture given that Foreman has illustrated works 
from Shakespeare and Dickens to the Bible, in 

addition to his children’s 
books.
 Michael Foreman has 
become one of Great 
Britain’s most respected 
authors and illustrators. 
Using his own life 
experiences, Foreman’s 
works often deal with the 
issues of war. His books, 
War Game: Village Green 
to No-Man’s-Land and 
War Boy: A Country 
Childhood have been 

widely acclaimed for their insightful glimpse 
into the horrors of war. Foreman has won many 
esteemed prizes and awards, including the Kate 
Greenaway medal, the Nestlé Smarties Book Prize, 
and the Bologna Children’s Book Fair Graphics 
Prize, among many others.
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Born 1938, in Pakefield, a fishing village in Suffolk, 
England, Michael Foreman grew up during the 
Second World War, an experience that has had a 
lasting influence on his work. He studied painting 
at Lowestoft School of Art and then, commercial art 
at St Martin’s School of Art in London before going 
on to the Royal College of Art to study graphics.
 His first children's 
book was published 
while he was still a 
student - The General 
(1961) - but at the 
time, even more 
significantly, he won a 
travel scholarship that 
allowed him to go to 
the U.S.A. and to travel 
all over the world as 
an illustrator, making 
animated films in 
Denmark and creating 
television commercials in France. 
 When Foreman did return to England, he began 
lecturing in a number of London schools of art; 
all the while, however, he continued as a freelance 
illustrator, often at first working for magazines 
but also, at one point, working for the police as a 
sketch artist. Then, in 1967, he resumed writing 
and illustrating his own picture books - The Perfect 
Present and The Two Giants. Thereafter, his career as 

MICHAEL FOREMAN
United Kingdom ★ Illustrator
I keep trying to make things more real, not in a literal, photographic sense, but in 
an emotional sense, telling a story by capturing the essence of the situation, giving 
it some meaning.
         Michael Foreman

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
• War Boy: A Country Childhood (1989) New York: Arcade Publishing.
• War and Peas (2002) London: Andersen Press.
• Michael Foreman’s Playtime Rhymes (2002) London: Walker Books.
• Wonder Goal (2002) London: Andersen Press.
• A Child’s Garden: A Story of Hope (2009) London: Walker Books.



examine their inner selves and offer a sense of hope 
and dignity to young readers.
 Monster, the winner of the first Michael L. 
Printz Award, was also a National Book Award 
Finalist and a New York Times best seller. Written 
in 1999, it alternates between traditional narrative, 
journal entries, and a film script as the sixteen-year-

old protagonist writes a screenplay 
depicting his life in prison while 
awaiting trial for his role in an 
armed robbery.
 In his attempt to combat negative 
attitudes and stereotypes, Walter 
Dean Myers has produced an 
extraordinary body of work that 
includes picture books, poetry, 
screenplays, historical fiction, 
and factual books that depict the 
beauty, the struggle and the pride 
of the African American people 
and culture. His books have been 
translated into many languages, and 

he is the winner of numerous awards including 
the Coretta Scott King Award (more times than 
any author in the history of the award), the first 
Michael L. Printz Award, two Newbery Medal 
Honor Book Awards, and two nominations for the 
National Book Award.  
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Walter Dean Myers uses his own life experiences 
growing up in Harlem, New York in the 1940s and 
1950s as the background for his writing. Raised in a 
foster home, he often displayed aggressive behavior 
in response to being teased about his speech 
impediment. His writing career was launched at 
the age of nine when a teacher suggested that he 
write to express himself. He began 
writing poems and short stories 
and discovered solace in books. 
Writing not only helped Myers to 
overcome his speech problems, but 
it proved to be a way of establishing 
his understanding of humanity in 
a culture that often failed the less 
fortunate. He expains, “I want to 
humanize the people I depict. I 
want to show them struggling, yes. 
To show them living within their 
own cultural heritage, yes.  But 
even more, I want to show them 
in the universal setting for love and 
meaning that we all experience.”
 Myers’ life experiences - time spent in inner-city 
playgrounds, classrooms, youth detention centers, 
and prisons - provide a legitimate perspective 
on many of the issues facing today’s youth. By 
exploring the decisions and the values of today’s 
young people, Myers’ urban novels help readers to 

WALTER DEAN MYERS
United States ★ Author
I write books for the troubled boy I once was, and for the boy who lives within 
me still.
          Walter Dean Myers

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
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detail. Sometimes he incorporates crayon or acrylic 
paint for accent. Although Carle did not invent the 
book as toy, he expanded the concept with many 
creative variations, including fold-back pages, 
raised tactile images, lights that twinkle, acetate 
sheets that reveal more images when the page is 
turned, cut-out shapes, and strings to move die-cut 

images, to name a few. 
 Eric Carle's works have won 
many American and international 
children’s book awards, including 
First Prize for Picture books at the 
Bologna International Children’s 
Book Fair, the children’s book 
Selection Du Grand Prize Treize 
France, the Japan Picture Book 
award for Lifetime Achievement, 
and the American Library 
Association’s Laura Ingalls Wilder 
Award. Carle opened the Eric 
Carle Museum of Picture Book 
Art in Massachusetts in 2002. It is 

the first full-scale museum devoted to national and 
international picture book art.
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Eric Carle was born June 25, 1929, in Syracuse, New 
York to German immigrant parents. After spending 
his first year of school in the USA, Carle moved 
with his family back to Germany. Carle found his 
new schooling to be quite rigid; so, much later, as 
an adult artist, he wanted to use his experiences to 
create books that reassure children “that learning is 
really both fascinating and fun.” 
 Carle returned to the USA in 
1952 and began a career in graphic 
design. He was approached by 
author Bill Martin, Jr., who had 
seen a red lobster drawn by Carle, 
and they collaborated on Brown 
Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You 
See?. Carle had found his true 
calling, and went on to become 
one of the most prolific children’s 
writers and illustrators of all time. 
His The Very Hungry Caterpillar 
book has been translated into 47 
languages and has sold over 29 
million copies. Cumulatively, his 80 books have 
sold over 88 million copies. 
 All Carle’s books possess a distinctive artistic 
style, making them instantly recognizable. He 
works in collage, building up illustrations with 
handmade tissue papers and layers of paint, a result 
of painstaking thought and perfect attention to 

ERIC CARLE
United States ★ Illustrator
We have eyes, and we're looking at stuff all the time, all day long. And I just 
think that whatever our eyes touch should be beautiful, tasteful, appealing, and 
important.
      Eric Carle
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“Just Living”
“Just living is not enough,”

Said the butterf ly.

“One must have sunshine, freedom,

And a little f lower.”

Hans Christian Andersen
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